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"Motho ke motho ka motho yo mongwe 

A person is a person through other people 
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human through his 

other people 

Kuz,wa'\i'o. 1998:29) 
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ABSTRACT 

study at teachers' perceptions Curriculum 2005, order (i) to 

Cape region, are reacting 

(ii) to make sense of their 

understand how a group Grade One tealcners 

to the introduction an outcomes-based """""'t"' ...... 

mdlers1:anc1m~~s might come from. The ~ws U ~ 

~( light on 

m process 

reality policy implementation, and the importance the ''''''''''U.",L 

lcy'-rn:aKlmg and policy implementation. 

study explores patterns teachers' thoughts within a "< .. ''''TU of 

school contexts. diversity is assessed through use of a detailed questionnaire, 

in-depth interviews and site Forty-one Grade One perceptions of 

Curriculum 2005 were studied. process involved use of Grounded 

principles, which guided data collection process and analysis procedure. 

outcome this approach to the formulation a model, which outlines the 

process understanding the personal (internal) and social (external) factors, which 

the development perceptions towards '"' ........ 1";''"'. 

The suggests there are three cate{!()rH~S of perceptions of Curriculum 

2005 that ."' .. "', .. "'.'" fall although each cat<~golry IS aVllanllC. Within 

both AU .. " ... ,,-u external "'0::1,..1tr. .. " the development teachers' nplrl'P'nTlI-..n", 

educational "'H'ULJ:;;'V. The shows that within and each cat:CQ'IClrv 

factors and experience play a role 

knowledge and develop their practice. 

nature of teachers' understanding, consciousness 

and to show how dependent 

teacher 

"' .... T'nno of Curriculum 2005, 

of external 

factors. development of n",.',..P>1r\TU\n" is both a n .. r.,..p>,~" and a product the 

minds of individuals. 

The .... u ........ 1";'" of the "p><:!p~lr,.. that npr",nn"" and llaLJeu",., play a 

role in development of teacher knowledge and teaching practice. study 

to emphasise that is ~ recognise and promote the professional 

development of teachers, and to achieve there is a need to understand teachers in 

the process educational change. It is su~!,ge:ste:a that school context generates 

at to 

to 

to 

nature 

a nrr.l'p,~c 

a 

"', ..... "''' .. V,I1<U "'H(;U1J!',"" It is su~!,ge:ste:a context OP1"1pr",tp 
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different dynamics, and order to .... "' .... ...,.,'" the question change it is necessary 

to address the position teachers within the schooL At the same time the 

study emphasises 

implementation. 

need to n .. " .. IT'" the between policy-making policy 

to aO(lre!;s 

to nT'''''' IT'" 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION J 
Education has no end - Swahili 

1.1 Background Motivation 

C 
recent introduction Curriculum 2005 (C2005), has meant a 

for teachers adapting to an outcomes-based approach to There ist 

scant literature on how teachers feel about and therefore, it inspired me to J 
find out more about their views on such issues. 

To date, most educational refonu worldwide been dominated by bureaucratic 

structures and processes policy-making and implementation. The voices teacherj 

seldom been heard; they been, for most even though they 

are main implementers of policy. scenario the initial developments 

around policy-making with to C2005 (see Kruss, 1998). However, there is a 

growing trend, locally and intemationally,to the voices teachers more 

seriously in policy process. 

Intense .... "" ..... u."" has place around introduction of Curriculum 2005 in South 

ueSU011S have been posed about apl)rOlmalteilless and viability 

1998). More recently, attention turned to and are 

coping adapting to the new outcomes-based education (OBE). 

My mterest this area my work as a 1'\1"1,.....,<11'" teacher past,@ 

presently, a in Early Childhood Development (ECD). tenus of this, 

study understand the perceptions a group of Grade One teachers, in order 

to find out how they about C2005. To understand these perceptions better it 

V\.> ... ,a.u,.", important to ~~e.~~ 

main was to the process the 

research I was guided by Grounded Theory principles. This helped me to explore the 

individual social "'v"uv'''''''' nature~ 

of how teachers adjust to change further led me to designing a model to make sense 

an oU1tcomf~s-l,as:ed ;;:}n1""A~~(" 

to 

to 

to cnange me to U'"',:)1l:9I1HJ'5 a .uv .... "". to 

is a 

tealcners more 

are 

it 

sense 
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these """"~VL"'. I developed a model that nellpea me to explain the relationship between 

personal and social factors and how these impact on construction development 

teacher and practice. of the model identified the 

importance teacher consciousness understanding. The key understanding 

how teachers implement eal1CatlO'nal ~A"",ul','" is locked in 

Aim Of Study 

main purpose of this study was to understand how a group of Grade One primary 

.v"" ....... , • .:> were responding to, with of Curriculum 2005, 

cOlltexts that "'''T'''''''''''' a variety purpose, 

city of Cape Town and surrounding suburbs provided such diversity. 

~~~~~~~~dA. Taking into consideration the dynan1ics [[l e present ucational sy~tem, 

within South the significance of this study was also important for a number of 

reasons; 

A) 

C) 

It a geIler,al overview of a group of One tealcners 

their perceptions of Curriculum towards of first of its 

implementation, and how' were coping with the change. 

It concerns the exclusion teachers in the process educational 

policy, particularly in relation to policy-making, and how 

prClce!;s of policy implementation. 

impacted on 

It helped to awareness of importance of (catcners VOIces in the 

nrCICe!iS of policy, order to understand how '-'U,:o-U.!','-' interpreted their 

~"""',"'U'lALE> practice. 

D) Although this study specifically focused on how teachers thought, it open 

the further to how are practically 

coping with educational reform in their classroom practice. 

My was twofold, firstly it what are One 

teachers' perceptions of C2005, and it concentrated on where their 

come of on this unfolded 

asking myself a variety of questions on notion 

I neJlpeO me to "' ..... 1-' ....... ' ...... 

on 

tea,cn,ers Imple:m€mt eOl1CatlO'nal ~A""'Al','" IS 1V",A"''-1 

was to a 

''''''''''''U",L''' were res:ponOllng 

to nrn,"'£1 

Imlllacted on 

It 

teatcn,ers are 
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and this involved surveying topics on l<1entll:v teachers' 

By incorporating 
~"'""""~ 

researchers " ... to recognise 
<f 

(Knowles, 1992:224). understanding was an 

important f~ctor attempting to understand this nfOcess. By focusing on tealcners 

IS understanding 
_,-,~ k (~jo.A/"""""""<l' 

the 

."'''''''' ... , .. !'> pnLct],ce, and how 

There is a serious lack data on teachers' responses to change, especially in regard 

to Curriculum 2005. It is important that in to bridge the communication 

between the macro and levels educational policy, teachers to be 

regarded as active participants implementing and 

outcome this aims to provide an of how a group 

teachers interpret and understand educational policy, which is still a crucial issue 

during the transitional phase of new South African democracy. doing so it is 

hoped that at micro of policy there win a better understanding 

of change. It also hoped that this assist 

participants m policy to understand more about significance of 

teachers process policy implementation and how can policy 

decisions. 

1.3 Limitations of Study 

To with, it was important to look at contexts order to eXl0m;e the 

realities different during the trrulsltlon of educational change. mner 

of Town UH', .. "" .... " •• '" suburbs revealed that there were no 'African' 

tealchers teaching in the Grade One I this factor consideration from 

the 1''''''e,UllJJU5 of study, but I felt there was enough UU""'''1''>''' the 

3 

I 
'I 

on 

to '-'~UJ.J'''''U,,"UJLLJ. 

l1T1·nr" ... <>TU to 

I was 

so it is 

can 

to exp,ose 

3 

I 
'I 
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remainder of the teachers in regIon conduct study. that it is 

important to incorporate an 'African' pelt'SP,ectlve for studies. 

As mentioned the study specifically focused on exposing teacher thinking 

did not look at their classroom practice. thoughts of the teacher were conveyed in 

model the of knowledge. Although the model shows a direct 

relationship between teacher knowledge and teaching practIce, the study was limited 

by constraints to only investigating the impact of teacher knowledge on teaching 

practice, what influenced such "'H~ULJ"."" 

While finishing research I was alerted to studies that already begun to 

explore what """""',,V.,J means teachers their teaching pracm:e 

UetitInII Learning Right, 

conducted in an on-going manner. 

Education Initiative .L"-"""'''''<U 

"' .... ' ....... ,'" will need to 

Dissertation Structure 

President's 

1999). More 

This document is organised into five chapters. The chapter De£l[InS with 

motivation for research by providing the rationale for topic on 

perceptions Curriculum 2005. It the main aims of the research and 

introduces research question to studied. As a result of the study conducted 

are limitations identified which are brought to the attention. next 

chapter is a literature which on the development of In 

"' ...... ,.vu to knowledge and This is followed by a 

methodology Ch~lPt€~r. a tIn(l1nl~S chapter and finally a concluding chapter. 

4 

it is 

on ext)osmg tea,chc;,r U,UIJJOUH5 

............ ,,,. were 

to 

1 

an on·,Q:OJlnQ: manner. 

next 

a 

chalDter a tm(lml~S ctlapt,er 

4 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

At the home of the fuldler everyone knows how to dance - Haitian 

2.1 Overview 

Educational change, in South Africa, and other countries in the world, is fundamental 

to the process of transformation. Within this process, teachers play a 

vital role. recent introduction of OBE, South Africa, reflects of this 

transformation process, and it also affects the way teachers perceive policy and 

Teachers come from various backgrounds with a wealth expenences, and this 

on teacher knowledge and teaching practice. Understanding what 

lei:u.;m::.r:s think, and their is crucial the South African context, 

especially in light of the legacy of Apartheid Education. (1994) study of 

teachers and their perceptions of Apartheid Education acknowledges this. She says 

that, 

... ""-.11 .... <0:) in South Africa have been deprived of the opportunity to 
their work not only with in same 

education department but also with teachers in other education departments (p. 
49). 

coping with Curriculum 2005. It is critical in 

leave them. How teachers deal with their past is important for us to understand. 

chapter first deals with the historical deVelopment of research on teachers, and 

looks at how teachers have been viewed, as and active participants, in' 

"'A .. ., .. nvv •. u practice and policy implementation. voices have gradually come 

to included in the process of educational change. 

The second section moves on to explore the various factors that influence the 

construction tea<mer knowledge It oe{;!,ms by ... """"un/<, with 

5 

to 

ea(mers come 

on 

to 

it 

a 

moves on to 

to uUln:e 

a 

come 

It Oel.1:ffiS 

5 
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the definitions of knowledge in relation to teaching practice. It then proceeds 

to . social dynamics, including teacher patterns (Lortie, 1975), 

which impact on teacher thinking. This onto discussing environmental and 

contextual· factors, which affect social interaction between teachers (Zeichner and 

Liston, 1991). These factors impact on how teachers perceive themselves which leads 

to exploring the development of teacher identity in relation to practice 

(Goodson and Walker, 1991; Ball and Goodson, 1992a) and, more recently the 

relationship between space, place and identity (Jacklin, 1998). A teacher's identity is 

influenced by hislher A Antikaines et 

al., 1996; Knowles, 1992; Butt et al., 1992); life (Goodson, 1992b; Jantjes, 

1998), and historical context (Soudien, 1998:b), therefore, playa key role in 

development of ~"'''''#U'''L knowledge and teaching discussion will show, 

hopefully, how all of contribute to understanding the dynamics and 

complexities of teacher thinking and consciousness. 

The third section explores the approaches of policy and the impact on teacher 

thinking. It specifically on dynamics of the policy cycle, on 

contestation between the various contexts (Bowe et al., 1992; 1993). However, 

the main part of the policy cycle that I deal with is the context of practice in 

relation to the implementation Curriculum 2005. It explores the ways in which 

lealcne.rs actively construct v ....... 'U'"'L on their 

history experiences, consciousness, and understanding of the teaching and learning 

process (Jantjes, 1998). This discussion intended to shed light on how teachers 

i .... tc ........ "'t and recontextualise policy within the context their (Fullan, 

1991; Ball, 1992a, 1993; Christie, 1996; Kruss, 1998). 

Seen but Not Heard 

Within the South t", .. ·,.t111"'" the '"u"'''' ... ,,''''.'''.u on teachers and educational policy 

has tended to focus on the contradictions between policy-making and the reality 

implementing policy in schools. Although teachers are recognised as players 

in'the implementation ofC2005, role, reality, is still widely undervalued 

..... ru"'''''''' of policy-making. Understanding challenges and changes that teachers 

6 

"'~~,,~'-' .. to teaC::hulg 

ImDa(~t on teachc~r U,LUU""U,O' 

to 

1 

.... '.., .. " • ..., ... to 

1 

teaLcnlers are recOgJllS€~a 

It 

more 

u ..... ' .. ~.~1 IS 

.n..L;'U"""U~"'''' et 

ImDa(~t on teaLcnl~r 

6 
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are faced with, and currently undergoing, helps us to understand what influences 

teachers' thinking. 

A review of the literature suggests that worldwide there has been a serious of 

teachers' perspectives, understandings and concerns in regard to educational refonn. 

What is from the literature is that there is a need to understand how 

teachers and policy, based on what we call teacher 

knowledge and their teaching practice. 

""""""XT suggests that previous work focused on teachers' practice, without 

understanding their attitude to educational change. Historically, teachers were simply 

viewed as passive of educational and were seen as technical experts 

in relation to their teaching subjects. This kind of work on was much in 

evidence during 1970s (Ball and Goodson, 1992a). 

characteristic of earlier studies on was the emphasis which was placed on 

technical aspect of teaching. Lortie's (1975) study was exceptional in that it 

re}:,res.enl~ea a more theoretical, albeit functionalist, understanding of teachers their 

teaching practice. It provided, for the insight into the of biography 

in studying teacher knowledge and teaching practice. The of 

reflecting on past experiences is part of teachers' ,",v •• ",,,, • ..,,",,,, .. ,,,,,.,. 

influence of teachers' childhood school experiences on teaching practice. 

Lortie noted that teachers come to university and college with an understanding 

own learning experiences. become internalised and, 

impact on their own are to 

behaviour to new teaching methods then they will have to be freed of the unconscious 

that to (Lortie, 1975:30; Goodson, 1992b:14). A 

teacher's learning experiences can influence the way slhe teaches. Teachers need to 

be consciously aware of their experiences, and how these impact on their perceptions, 

and change over time. This the way teachers implement educational change. 

7 

are us to 

a 

on we 

were seen as • ..., ..... ULlI ...... U 

on '''''''',",'''''A';> was 

was on 

it 

to 

7 
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Following Lortie, the 1980s, T"""'>':lIT'I" rnnu .. ri to focus on saw 

their work and in relation to their tea~cn:mg (Ball 1992a:3). 

Clandinin's (1986) provided an ..,,,,,,,.u".1~'" how the development a teacher's 

practice was u.u.,u""",u""",~ his or her personal and professional nf'TlI"nf"P (p. 20). 

study tended to categorise a teacher's teaching practice, based on specific 

experienCes, without looking at the wider COl1ltexl, which impacts on tea,cn€~r thinking. 

While Clandinin's (1986) study was Imt)ortant acknowledging dialectical 

relationship between and practice, to focus more on teaching 

claimed that "teacher knowledge is shaped by practice and 

pracu(;e IS as action" (1986:20), was a neglect how teacher 

thinking impacted on practice. Goodson Walker (1991) 

this and argue against privileging practice as 

knowledge. They cornOlam Clandinin's focused too much on 

teacher practice. that "it does not mean to improve practice that we have 

to (p. 

the 1990s there has an increase in the of literature on and 

has opened up for researchers to to gain a more 

understanding of how interpret educational 

studies on of teachers, levels. 

is that of who has done perceptions 

career patterns and educational change. MacLean (1 states that patterns in tea,cnc~r 

oel:celDtl(}llS reveal to age, level of gender, m", ... 1-", 

academic and prcltes:Slonal qualification, and 

study indicates that in perceptions of 

teacn€~r consciousness. 

focus on the complexities of teachers' expenences and their 

Goodson and 

teachers' work 

tea:Cnllng practice, 'as they "<>,,, .. ,, .. 

teac,hers think. 

(1991) believe 

context of their life 

it is important to 

than solely focus on 

helps to provide a more aut.heIltlc picture 

8 

mrn,,,,'f'j to on tea,ch,ers saw 

tenclea to 

Impa,cts on tea.cfl€~r "J'Ull"'~Hi"" 

on 

not mean to .m ...... ' .... we 

to 

an 

career p ...... "" •. uu 

on 

to a more autbeIltlc 
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2.3 The Voices of Teacher Knowledge and Teaching Practice 

voices have long been neglected in the process of understanding 

educational change because the emphasis largely been on theoretically based 

understandings constitutes """ ... " ........ L and teaching 

studies have challenged the view that tea.cn«~r knowledge is 

subject knowledge. 

based on ""'" .• A-.............. . 

Res~arch conducted during the 1980's began to acknowledge that teachers were not 

passive recipients to but role-players. indicated earlier, this war 

"''''-'MAU'''''''' by Clandinin's (1986) study, which also an understanding o~e 
construction teacher knowl~dge. He states that teacher knowledge is " .. A?n':ative, 

subject to than fixed, objective and unchallenged" (pJ There is a 

realisation that thinking is a dynamic process, and therefore teacher 

by 

to tenns of what influence tealchc::r knowledge. 

In contrast, Handal and (1987) develop a more intricate mderstandmlg of what 

factors influence teacher knowledge, which to as practical theory. 

define it as " ... a person's private integrated but ever changing system of knowledge, 

and which is relevant to practice at any particular 

(1987:9). This theory to build a more holistic understanding of ''''''''''U,",A 

knowledge based on personal life experiences; values, including philosophies and 

beliefs hold of teaching; and transmitted knowledge, which comes through 

institutions as university and college (Ibid.). study is based on 

theories held by teachers in relation to counselling. They explain that practical theory, 

held by teachers, is a relationship 

knowledge. This relationship is a dynamic "' .. ,.,,,,,,,,,,.,, that is constantly 

One the main findings their study was that frame (structural) factors and social 

factors were more significant in teaching 

(1987: 15). This acknowledges that ",,,",,""""JL.:! 

they hold. 

teacher practical theory 

for ....... ",.,+",1"1 the practical knowledge 

9 

tea.cn«~r Kln01Wlf~aQ'e is 

1 .'"' .... "".u""~..., were not 

is a 

to tealcnmg •. au,,,u,,,,-, 

were more 

9 
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Handal and Lauvas (1987) also point out that it is difficult to identify practical Tn"'",' ..... " 

in terms isolated because it is an interwoven (p. 12). Based on this 

understanding, knowledge reflects unique values and knowledge 

of which in turn helps to their teaching There is a need 

teachers to become more consciously aware their teacher knowledge, in to 

about more change thinking patterns and teaching practice. 

their study tends to 'wll'-''-'L the construction of teacher knowledge as an 

individual ..... r."""'''' 

on and autobiographies teachers suggest that 

the way construct their is not only on life but 

also requires conscious thinking (Goodson, 1992b; Knowles, 1992; Butt et , 1 

Antikaines et ai., 1996). Consciousness is a growing psychological process, whereby 

individuals become more in tune their thoughts and surroundings. In this sense, 

teachers as individuals, ill understanding awareness of thoughts, 

surroundings and experiences life. factors HU ...... '" on way teachers are 

able to handle educationalcIli:ulgt::. 

LU"'<VA."'''' of teachers provide a platform for understanding their experiences in 

a more contextual framework. Such research acknowledges teachers need 

become more conscious of their experiences in order to understand themselves 

(Jantjes, 1998). This helps to think on and events 

impact most on their knowledge teaching same life 

histories also help researchers to theorise the that are a of everyday 

experiences. 

corn:ra:st to life history research, Cooper McIntyre's (1996) explores the 

complexity of teacher knowledge relation to teaching practice. They define teacher 

knowledge as craft knowledge or more specifically, as day to 

knowledge that is not explicitly stated, and of state of 

mind (p. 19). Although Cooper McIntyre (1996) teacher knowledge as 

professional knowledge that is developed over career, they point out that most 

tea~cners are not consciously aware of teacher knowledge on a day to day 

"'" ...... "'. knowledge, although it is formed an active and dynamic is 

10 

out it is ..... LLU"' ...... to ....... ""uu .. .J 

tealcnlers to more COIlSClOUSl 

to 't.Jll'-'...,L 

on 

uooas:on. 1 

CCIllSClcmsne:ss is a nrr>un'n 

belC01ne more 

a more COlote:xtlllal 

oelC01ne more "'V"""'"V 

1 

lmpal;t most on 

cornra:st to 

tealcners are not ,",v .... """", 

LH'U'U,O:;", it is torme:a an 

are a 

as an 

are 

events 

to 

state 

is 

as 
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implicit, in daily This that some are 

likely to change their practice, they do not develop their tea.chc~r 

knowledge at the same If teachers are not in a position be more consciously 

prepared educational change then it has serious on the way teachers 

negotiate "' ... .IJl~E,'" within their tealchmg practice. 

2.3.1 Social Influences 

nOlers:tanOulg teacher patterns can to us how teachers think:, 

and confirm importance 'of understanding relationship teacher 

biography teaching practice. (1975) provided a theoretical basis for 

understanding teacher socialisation "<:It1r""rn the way that teachers m 

working environment. study shows that teachers rely heavily on 

"'''''U''JL~''''''~6 knowledge, which 

help shape their and practice (p. 63). Since have not 

been encouraged to share knowledge in the past, especially in the South 

context, it has discouraged professional knowledge from being shared, therefore, 

has often been suppressed. This pattern of socialising teachers has maintained 

through within and school In 

learn to become on their own personal to a large 

degree .. 

knowledge. 

work teachers not share a professional body of 

More recent research pointed to importance of social factors 'shaping of 

teacher knowledge, but IS a lack literature research in 

un(lers,tanldmlg the relationship between social changes and knowledge. 

seeking to address this lacuna, and Liston (1991) have the question of 

the relationship between social factors knowledge. They 

particularly drawn to how are shaped by processes social change. 

For individuals, emphasise that these . involve complex processes, which 

are hard to trace. They that social knowledge contains about the social, 

and historical context schools and communities, and this is often 

inadequately addressed in studies on teacher knowledge (1991 :61). While such 

studies that are a continual process actively constructing teacher 
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knowledge, there is a of insight into how individually 

particular state of consciousness. 

narratives can be seen as one way of understanding 

Goodson's ; 1992b) study provides an understanding of lealcners 

patterns in life, how lead to strategies of .", ... ",~u'n~ 

at a 

processes. 

socialisation 

various 

contexts. However, as indicated above, it is to trace patterns 

because they are unique each individual each context has its own social and 

spatial dynamics. It is this sense that histories are important 

Biographical Influences 

Research history methods has helped to reaffirm the importance of 

."' .... vu, .... in the process educational It provided a firm foundation from 

which to understand complex of teacher development Butt et al. 

provide an autobiographical approach to understanding teacher practice. In particular 

they stress that teachers are actively creating their own frameworks and the 

development of this knowledge also affects teacher knowledge and practice. 

Butt et al. (1992) identified three major problems with this methodology. first 

problem to memory of and so were to 
~ 

ask questions on events in teachers' lives. The second problem related to the 

tendency for interviewees to generally. methodological advice, which is 

gIven, IS researchers allow teachers to focus on their feelings about events to 

them to The third is getting to be thus 

advice is the researcher helps the teachers to' focus on issues related to 

significant events in their and so help to understand their experiences (Butt, 

1992:61-63). us to think about ways teachers construct 

teacher relationship between conscious and unconscious 

information. It us to understand how construct their own 

'!-r<I,n'!""u".\, ... Ir'" of thinking. The is on the of thoughts rather 

than whether information was true or not (1992:61). a criticism of this 

of approach might be that it mainly on the individual teacher and 

educational "'U~"'E>"" but it does serve the purpose of exposing the voice of individuals. 
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Antikaines et al. (1996) also offer a more autobiographical approach to understanding 

teachers, and believe that a teacher's story helps teachers become more 

aware their own identity. The teacher is an active participator in constructing and 

producing his or her identity (p. 21). helps individuals to be more aware 

where slhe has where is and where slhe is They believe that the 

relationship between the past, present is an important part of understanding 

identity, but this develops as individuals understand their role as a (p. 

20). Antikaines et al. (1996) that teacher " ... is a product and a 

producer" his or her own identity (p. 21). 

There have been various biographical methodologies used as a result of Goodson's 

(1991; 1992a,b) life approach. Goodson (1992b) states that a life history is 

of linking a story of action with a theory of context" (p. 60). He draws a 

alstm(~t1(l,n between life life story is to individuals 

and avoids theory. whereas, a life history reviews with evidence and 

..... U.l"'''', and can the development of a theoretical basis. Goodson's framework 

of analysis valuable insights about this that order 

to bring about a more effective one to listen to 

between school life and whole life (1992b:15). Within this framework reslean~hers are 

able to gain an understanding how teachers construct knowledge based on their social 

experiences in life. 

Goodson (1992b) believes that understanding teacher biography In relation to 

historical context win us to understand the of • ..,"' .. 'u ..... J. lJu .... ",!-' 

234). firmly that this method will help to clarify dialectical 

relationship school life and personal life The role 

biography is increasingly important in to understand the complex 

social patterns and interactions, which impact on teacher knowledge, teaching practice 

and teacher identity. 

Knowles' (1992) study also that is a strong between .",,,,,,u,,, .. 

identity and biography. He stresses that there is a dialectical relationship between 

biography, context happens the (1992:126). One of the 

problems, however, is is still limited research understanding the 
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complex dynamics of how experiences influence teaching What 

Knowles (1992) does stress is that the school context can be a of conflict or it can 

help to promote growth (p. 143). The environment is a crucial factor in the 

way teachers both and positive Knowles (1992) 

acknowledges Crows' study, which indicates early childhood, early role 

models, previous teaching experiences, and significant role models are all important 

factors in the development teacher identity. It is to monitor all of 

these but it does point to the of significant life experiences, 

which influence teacher knowledge and ,"'''' ... JU,up, practice. 

Knowles (1992) that don't enter education like empty 

waiting to be filled with skills, aptitudes and (1992:126). Teachers have 

have shaped their all contribute to their 

understanding and construction of knowledge. 

experiences influence teaching practice and teaching philosophy and Goodson (1995) 

indicates that ."' .... "' .. ' .... to freed of the unconscious baggage of the past" (p. 

This ability to to nec:ess:arv cnange:s. 

Based on Goodson's approach, (1998:b) provides an historical un<ler!;tarldulg 

of how teachers make sense educational change. His study looks at understanding 

teachers' perception of introduction of Apartheid Education in 1953, by the then 

regime, and their interpretation The teachers, the study, take political 

positions based on their values and understanding at that time. Based on this 

understanding their levels consciousness can influence the way they perceive 

educational change. Important also in Soudien (1998 : b) study is teachers' 

values may change over time. Knowledge, like perceptions is socially and 

constructed. However over and through the development consciousness, 

tealcttmg practice develops changes. 

Both teacher identity and _ ... ~'u"'. knowledge are socially constructed 

by political, economic and historical factors. It is a continual 

which individuals and synthesise. This 

developing process, 

leads to "'a.""" 

levels of conscious awareness and development of teacher knowledge and teacher 
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identity. In time, tealchlers develop understanding which De(~On[}es part of tea,cnc~r 

knowledge and teaching practice. 

The using history methods is still a new but it 

provide a contextual framework in to make sense of teachers' life eXJ)en.enc~es, 

so that the teaichers voices are heard (Goodson, 1992b: 10). order to achieve this, 

Goodson that lives be the context of their 

historical, political, and socio-economic circumstances. 

2.3.2 Context and Environmental Influences 

also gap micro macro 

contexts. life history not relate to a teacher's life but also helps to 

contextual information in to schools, curriculum subjects, and teaching 

programmes (Ball and Goodson, 1992a). The development contextual information 

helps to a broader the nUlL .... ' ... " between and macro 

realities, especially in 1"1'('1'<> .. 11 to educational change. 

-y. The context in a teacher grows up, which works, the 

dynamics of interactions as a the development 

teacher knowledge and teaching practice. Woods (1990) refers to he calls 

and macro of context., He refers to the micro context as social 

of UVAn ... , parents, and life 

whereas, 

political, 

macro context to factors such as religion social, 

economic "' ...... ,'U'"'JlU". have to mtc~ral:::t with and negotiate 

micro and macro context. between 

contradiction "' .. v .. ~~" individuals, 

often causes tension 

and leads to corlte}j~t1 

dynamics process (1990:241). contextual dynamics may influence the 

way that teachers ... "' .. ,,.. .. ,,,'" e<luc.aUolnal change and policy. Woods' (1990) 

study is an attempt this dynamic area ""'''' .. ,''', ..... the micro 

However, concentrates more on macro framework but 

terms of examining individual dynamics "' ..... ,,, ... "'<'.,. teachers. 

short in 

In the dynamics individual Goodson (1992b) 

states that is about relationships" which may influence teaching (p. 
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240). "The function psychology, consciousness and sub-consciousness of 

every individual, community or society, [including] are product of the 

immediate environmental conditions" (Yende-Mthethwa, 1996). 

scnool surroundings, affects the 

perceive .. "" ... ,uu. social interaction ..... ~''"'.'" 

interact and 

interact and 

environment plays a the way others , ... 1'."""',~1" with them. At the same 

huge factor that teachers deal with and work 

constraints. a dynamic process of own str':lte:f!le,s. as 

copmg .u ... ,'"'u, ....... "u..", to handle these constraints. Malcolm (1998) describes this 

process 

The that tree will play in its environment will ..... ""'''' ...... , ...... by every 
part of the tree branches, its leaves, its flowers, tree will 
also shape environment, changing the patterns 

Soudien (1998:b) 

be shaped by 

become conscious 

teachers construct and 

2.4 Approaches to Policy 

Context plays a 

animals, altering the flow 
other (p. 54) 

live a corltex:t, 

Socialisation plays a 

actions and behaviour. 

both shapes and can 

way teachers 

...... , .. '"'~ on the way 

their teacher knowledge and ....... ,'"'UJLUl". nnlCIllce. 

in how policy is fonnulated and implemented. Bowe and 

Ball (1992b) to recognise that there are contexts which are 

important for policy, namely context of .. u.~""'''''''''''''. context of policy 

text production and context practice (see also Ranson, Hatcher and 

Troyna, 1994:156). context of influence structures of 

government and in the process context of 

policy text production to the participants in of texts; 

and context 

teachers. Bowe and 

dialectical ...... 1"'1, ... """ 

with one other. All 

policy. 

to implementers of policy, none more important than 

(1992b:19-21) argue that of policy is a 

each context has to be unclerstoioa in relationship 

stakeholders playa role in the and delivery of 

purpose of this literature focus is, on the 
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implementation of Curriculum 2005 policy, Ball to as the context 

practice. At the same time, needs to understood in relation to 

process and product of policy-making namely context influence. 

Policy-making involves different relations government, including n ..... v ....... 

and provincial and other such as schools, non-government 

organisations (NGOs), and the sector. one of the problems 

in policy-making is communication gap that between the and macro 

The micro referring to and schools, and the macro context 

referring to structures. This gap seems to be in the 

ofC2005, which represents a approach to """' .• ,," 

(1998:102) policy-making, terms of C2005, 

involved a ratlODlan:st technical "' ..... , .. ,..",..'" whereby core impetus of 

process came from national government. In terms this analysis, it can argued 

is disjunction policy-making policy implementation. This 

implications for way in which are currently implementing C2005. 

role of teachers in the policy-making process has long been by 

This is clearly in Reeves' (1994) study, based on ......... 'u .... perceptions of 

the apd situation South African SCnlOOJ.S. with policy 

corlStI'luctllon. One of is that excluded process of 

p~licy. One teacher that "although are allowed to discuss 

school policy are seldom real role in or developing 

(1994:38). teacher also adds at his African school in Soweto are 

SlgJll!U;ant policy (1994:38). The of 

an understanding problems of situation and 

the legacies past. Reeves states that "teachers the Department of 

is out of touch the day to day problems teachers 

994:38). As a result, " ... many teachers lose confidence in importance and 

validity of their own ideas" (1994:39). issue of teachers in 

process of policy is crucial in order to bridge the gaps of communication 
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The of are an important part the policy process. Teachers need 

a say in crucial concerns. According to a whom had 

interviewed, said, " will more involved they participate in 

curriculum development" (1994: 119). Teachers have an important contribution to 

make not only experience but also from their professional understanding 

theory and nt''''t'1"u-.. 

Ball and Goodson 992a) support view the tealcner voice is neglected by 

bureaucratic structures, within policy-making. There is 

within the bureaucracy to teacher knowledge as knowledge which is 

held by administrators and bureaucrats of policy. a result, teachers are out of 

the actual process of policy-making, although they are the most important 

implementers. have learn to handle both and macro 

The of demands expenences to teachers to the 

contradictions between policy and reality. 

as (1993) argued, the process developing as-well 

implementing it, involves contestation 11). reviews of the development 

of the African curriculum show how contested creation policy 

implementation are. As indicated earlier, Soudien's (1998:b) study provides an 

historical teachers' of the 

1955, 1 and 1965 plernen1tatlC)fl of Uvc:lILlVJL1. During period 

tealchlers were agents in change, and an appreciation of 

perceptions during this era helps us to understand teachers interpreted and 

implemented policy. an into how."","",",,,,,,, 

vH':U11';v and evolve, which help us to understand the process and development of 

tea,chc~r consciousness and current teacher prC:lCtl,ce. 

Both the of knowledge and process policy development ' 

involve political At stage policy context, power relations 

UU.,L",",'''''',", the process and product of policy development its implementation. 

way individuals construct knowledge is a political but the most 

important is they use and knowledge. Power relations part of 

each social-spatial context and policy these dynamics at the school level. 
18 
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Soudien (1998 : b) states that teachers generate their own power, both individually and 

collectively, which ultimately affects the way they implement change. The studies 

that focus more on the historical development of how teachers interpret and 

understand educational change complement recent studies on how teachers are 

currently implementing educational reform. 

Recontextua/isation of ORE Policy 

development of C2005 was a result of initiating an OBE system in South Africa, 

which forms part of the National Qualifications Framework (NQF). This new 

curriculum approach fans in line with current policy trends in other parts of the world, 

such as Britain, Canada, New Zealand and Australia, to lnprup education and training. 

However, are rec:OglmS4e<l each country because are 

different approaches to 

ithin the South African context, the development of incorporates a broader, 

ed and holistic approach to learning and teaching. In relation to the learner, an 

OBE programme is concerned with both what a knows and how slhe 

and the development of new skills, critical thinking and understanding is 

paramount to this process. OBE is more learner-paced and learner-based, and, 

more flexible in meeting needs individuals. This means that more 

given to the process 

consequences for both learners and teachers. 

On this C2005 the foundation 

learning and teaching, and this has 

primary senoOl learning and takes up 

the challenge developing guidelines for lifelong learning. Teachers playa greater 

in ensuring this process is met. More specifically learning is based on outcomes, 

which incorporate the "skills, knowledge, attitudes, and values [that] a can 

demonstrate (Musker, 1997:3). Learning is measured more on what learners~ 

understand and how they apply knowledge and skills. have to equipped 

with new skins and acquainted with new terminology. This includes terms such as 

critical outcomes, which is applied' across the eight learning areas, including 

J.Ju""o,.""o,"" Literacy and Communication, Mathematical and Orientation 

(Life Skills). The critical outcomes form the foundation for developing specific 
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, 
outcomes, which are knowledge, skills and values related to only one particular 

learning area (National Department of Education, Teachers also have to 

become acquainted with' the new process of assessment, known as continuous 

assessment, which relates to what a learner knows, understands and demonstrates. 

understanding and monitoring such teachers also need to become familiar 

with what it means to become better at achieving an outcome. This means that the 

way teachers develop their learning programmes is crucial in meeting the needs of 

learners. It involves developing statements, which focus on appropriate levels 

of learning content, as well as performance indicators based on what learners should 

know and be able to do (see Musker, 1997: 18). The familiarity with such terminology 

is paramount to teachers implementing and understanding the ruIloamentalJS of policy 

as C2005. 

The way that policy is constructed and implemented reflects the specific dynamics of 

the contexts which it might located. Christie (1996) states that global '-11-
policy provides a source policy borrowing, and, therefore, OBE represents a 

process policy borrowing. The manner in which South Africa has adopted 

reflects both global and local trends based on political, historical, and 

educational dynamics. These differences enable policy to be recontextualised in a 

unique manner, especially the way teachers negotiate educational change. The 

of recontextualisation occurs within the different contexts of policy, 

especially between policy-making and policy implementation. Christie (1996) adds 

that the way that policy is recontextualised reflects the dynamics of local conditions 

(p. 122). HnwF\'vF\r it is not only local conditions that playa role. 

More specifically, Malcolm (1998) acknowledges that such differences are due to the 

way that outcomes are written, based on expectations about what children should 

learn, and also in the manner that children progress through levels competency (p. 

19). This has implications for C2005 and the manner in which it is currently being 

introduced and implemented. 

Curriculum 2005 was officially launched in February 1997, and was formerly~ 
. 

introduced to schools at Grade One level, in 1998. The Curriculum 2005 document is 
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more examination orientated, teacher content and syllabi 

structured system, to a new system which 

incorporates more assessment, links, 

Department of 1 Critically, however, there is a lack 

'Vv,"", .. ".' ..... 'n' of the of how are to to this educational change. 

Instead, offers a rather prescriptive set of guidelines as to how might 

The is for of to be and defined policy, in a 

top-down '>nr,r"',,,," Policy-makers usually teachers' in a context where 

are individually and socially constructed. are 

considerably than that which is idealised policy texts. 

Curriculum 2005 teachers have the roles, facilitator, assessor, researcher, 

community and of learning (National of ............ """'"Ll'JU. 

1997:16-17). in reality, constantly have to negotiate way 

new and it np{'nnnpc difficult them to reflect on the process change with 

the demands their job. 

roles "'HU,U;:;:'l but 

There is a growing need 

design, the to learning 

having a understanding of the children subjects 

paradigm C2005 is a the 

way see themselves, chHdren, authority and 

teachers, 

understand, n ... ".n,>,r"" and 

(JueSlIOTIS about involvement 

The of C2005 as argued, a 

the way that have expected to implement 

out that C2005 was a product developed by Education 

as well as, 

Malcolm (1998) 

teachers work, the 

classroom, 

£'On .• n,","ln approach 

points 

coterie experts, than by This has to gaps 

between formulators policy those who implement it 

( 103). 
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Kruss (1998) points to the situation in the Western Cape Education Department 

(WCED) where very specific social, spatial, historical and educational dynamics have 

influenced the implementation of C2005. She points out that the WCED implemented 

C2005 by itself, while other provinces, in the meanwhile, relied on the national 

ministry to lead the way. Kruss (1998) states that the WECD felt it had the necessary 

competence to implement C2005 independently (p. 105). The initial stages of the 

implementation programme began with the establishment of Learning Area 

Committees (LACs) which involved some teacher representatives. However, Baxen 

and Soudien (l998:a) argue that these committees were dominated by white officials 

and, therefore, disadvantaged teachers were still not part of the process of policy. 

Prior to the 1998 introduction of C2005, the WCED set up pilot schools to formally 

trial Curriculum 2005. A two-day workshop, in 1997, was also organised for teachers 

in the Western Cape as preparation training. These activities aside, nothing else was 

organised to accommodate teachers in the policy process. 

2.6 Realities of Classroom Change and Curriculum 2005 

The process of understanding teachers and the change which happens around them 

needs to be understood within a context of what educational change is all about. 

FuUan (1991) explains that change is about innovation and reform. On the one hand, 

teachers adopt innovations within their teaching practice but these are regarded as 

short-term measures that tend to concentrate on content change. The focus tends to be 

on the development of change as a product, as opposed to the process of developing 

personal and social growth amongst teachers. On the other hand, he argues 

educational change as reform is a long-term goal, which he believes is the essence of 

change and, therefore, teachers are the central figures in this transformation process 

(1991:9). This raises questions about what sort of change is (or is not) occurring in 

schools with the implementation of C2005. 

In looking at this change, it is not just a matter of innovation or reform but also the 

process teachers go through during educational change, which needs to be understood. 

There are various degrees of change that take place, either at the level of the teacher 

or within the school. Malcolm (1998) explains that whole school change occurs at 

three levels. The first level results in small changes within classroom practice, such 
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as introducing work classroom; the level In a 
·"~'_"~LL 

change within school structures, such as the introduction a new assessment 

approach; the final level to a major transformation of the whole school 

(1998:140). The of change is not just on the but on mana~:ernlent 

staff development, and h->.'-"'" ...,"E>_'LL.., ... ~.'"'.u of the school, which has 

the way teachers work and ad(1rel;;S change. 

In terms this, school change is about improvement, than about aiming to 

things right. Malcolm (1998) that teachers should on a small scale to 

their teaching practice and teaching knowledge. However, the way tealcners 

perceIve ""1. .. ""1.l",'" is based on many factors and amongst individuals. 

The guidelines of new approach clearly a shift teacher In 

of teaching methods and syllabi approach to a focus on the outcomes of the 

learner, through learning programmes. These learning programmes are intended to 

replace old syllabi, and are by new terminology teachers are 

grappling with. includes terminology such as critical outcomes, specific 

outcomes, assessment outcomes, statements and performance indicators. 

to find ways of ,",v'.u.n,,,, to terms with these changes. 

has much speculation about introduction and 

implementation of as a O:>UIIMV;''''' reform measure in South The 

of especially in 

between schools. 

un··to··aal[e resources and SCIJIOOIS 

out-of-date resources. 

teachers who form bulk of 

Education, has vast differences 

between schools that have small class and 

large and a textbooks and 

are more evident in the work of black 
, 

South African teaching corps (Lund, 1998). 

"""'''1,-",,,, ..... ,,,,,,, that South schools present both. challenges 

opportunities teachers currently implementing C2005. eac:neJrs are eXl)ected to 

legacies of South past education together with the cope with 

hurdles implementing a new OU1:COlme.s-oase:a approach to How are 

L"""""U"".l" coping these vU<U,"'Ul"."'" and what stnlte~:les are they using? 

as 

assessment 

to 

resources. 
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Classroom practice is a where policy reality, and is dependent on 

how interpret and understand this change. The way teachers implement 

policy within the context of their classroom practice involves " ... conflict, 

compromise and negotiation" (Ball and Goodson, 1992a:4), and, therefore, it IS 

important to understand these processes more depth. process affects 

development teacher knowledge, which is also constructed out a to 

come to terms with the demands policy, and teaching practice on other hand. 

consciousness, in plays an important part in their ability to 

.nt"·"""T'",t and negotiate educational change. 

pattern of individual growth ....... v .. E"'" involves ..... u .... "' •.• ...,'" and ""'''-''''''-<>1 ... 11"<, 

which Fullan (1991) claims leads to success or (p. 32). way teachers 

handle the introduction of educational change is dependent on own personal 

skills, and Invariably, the they implement involves 

and Fullan (1991) states that this. is simply because " ... they don't 

how to cope with it" (p. 3). In the initial any change it often difficult for 

teachers to understand what change means. 

In terms OBE, Malcolm (1998) adds that "some [teachers] are excited by the 

prospect of being creative and taking responsibility, others are afraid" (p. 56). It is 

therefore important to the realities how and are 

to what mean to 

( 1997) study, based rural K wa Natal, depicts the isolation of teachers 

and how they have had to on their own experience to cope with change (see 

Parker and Harley, 1998). The ability of in on 

their own experiences means that they will only rely on what they know, from 

own schooling or training, or social interaction with This has serious 

experiences. implications those teachers who have had predominantly 

relation to the current implementation of C2005 teachers some rI"""""",,,, 

isolation. Meerkotter (1998) argues that C2005 is an ideal, which is difficult to 

achieve "'.:>1-" ....... " .... 

lack of culture 

areas of South 

teaching and learning. There are 

due to past experiences of a * 
disparities between schools 

D111ctlce IS a 

come to terms 
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in South "".u. .""... and this is particularly In hardship that is prevalent 

amongst disadvantaged communities, particular, African communities. There 

are only a few schools disadvantaged (Meerkotter, 1998:53). 

The inequalities that in South schools occur at many different levels 

different forms. Soudien (1998c) that inequalities 

ways, such as management structures, teacher teacher-student 

and quality learning to name but a of. These inequalities 

that many for classroom Based on 

current situation, Meerkotter (1998) that have to take more 

responsibility for rather leave it to policy (p. 62). This will also help to 

challenge the inefficiency of bureaucratic channels that within and between 

national, provincial structures institutions, as schools. 

inequalities exist, particularly amongst disadvantaged schools have created 

serious problems implementing C2005. In a more recent survey, Taylor 

and Vinjevold confirmed that " ... foundation phase who 
-----...:..-...:...-

are so confused about what Curriculum 2005 requires 
-------~--------~~---

that they've abandoned the traditional "three approach and not replaced it 

with anything that resembles outcomes-based education" (Garson, 1999). This 

"i~U"J'" warning bells there is a serious need to focus on teacher development and 

(re)training, as well as schools with classroom resources. 

Research detailing how realcners about educational vu ...... E,"" and this nro(~ess 

impacts on knowledge within 

South African literature. is a lot of criticism and speculation about 

C2005 this seems to the adjusting to as well as, 

SenlGlrlg ",rantllng ""!5U"'" that there are still many trees to prune nurture in the 

transition of our new democracy. challenges that teachers, managers and 

learners, is a reminder the realities of where we have come from, where we 

and where we are going, in process In to 

achieve this teachers to become more involved and a greater role in the 

Malcolm (1998) ""<TI'''''' process of policy so more ettectlve '"'" ...... 1",""' can take 

that "teachers will their work if they have opportunities to work together, 

sharing perceptions, ideas and solutions, resources and lesson plans, form~ 
. ~ 
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common goals 

(p.131). 

1-''''''.'''''''"'''' and continually """ ... au"}; ways doing things" 

What literature review ....... ""',..,..,""~.., is that there is a to understand social 

individual dynamics of how think and construct teacher and 

teac~mrl~ practice. As the literature indicates, both teacher and identity are 

social constructs that are constantly evolving. Teachers individually and collectively 

construct their knowledge and identity it is to understand 

complexity of how negotiate educational The of study 

to address some of these complexities focusing on the lives of and 

their their teacher knowledge. is important 

both and so that individuals and become more 

,",V.LJ'"'''.L'''''.''' of educational change, how change might individually and 

collectively negotiated. empowering teachers, hopefully, it will help to bridge the 

communication between policy-making and policy implementation. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

The sound of the drum depends on the drummer - Shona 

3.1 Emerging Paradigm 

This is based on ,a cross-disciplinary approach, which aspects 

sociology, psychology and anthropology. It is aimed at understanding what factors 

teacher and practice. 

This study drew on qualitative and methods of collecting data, 

data analysis. It problems in working both of methods. 

Compte for example, state that qualitative quantitative data 

are " ... mutually exclusive dichotomies" (p. 50). Through integrating of both 

approaches it may possible to develop a more balanced understanding of .", ... ,,,,u,",.,,,, 

and teaching in relation to educational .. "'i'f' ........ 

The interest this study is to understand aspects of educational change, 

relation to the implementation C2005 policy. It deals the and ov1''''' .... '''' 

elements that overlap and into each other. trying to these complex 

processes I drew on Grounded method to both the 

gathering and the analysis Glaser and Strauss (1967) are regarded as 

pIOneers of method, which deals with the discovery 

data. particular, procedures outlined by and Corbin (1990) help to 

form the for coding data and creating theory (see for Diagram 1), which 

...... ".i' ... '" a more u.u ..... ,,-''''u interpretation of how teachers perceive vu"' ... .6"'. 

Strauss Corbin (1990) emphasise that cnange IS aepienCLem on particular 

conditions, namely causal, contextual and ,n .. 'r,,,'n1T1H that the of """'.IV"" 

and teachers' 

tracing causal, contextual or intervening conditions. This of theory is very 

mechanical and prescriptive and focuses on guiding of change 

1993). I internal and pyt,p1"n,gl factors to enhance 

27 
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interpretative capacity ~HUU""~ on change. The addition of internal and ""vi',,,,, ..... ",I 

factors in Diagram I mtlroaucc::s possibility of the contingent in relation to iStr'au:ss 

conditions. In 1, and Corbin's causal, 

example, teaching practice are looked at. to 

provide guidelines for mtlerpreting 

interpreted. Internal factors, as 

prescribing how they might 

more to social psychology 

HUJ .............. T'I<::!v{'np wnereias the external factors relate more to and the development 

"''''',O£L,'''' factors which can 

anthropology. 

through the lenses of sociology and 

This study is only a partial ethnography, focuses on the thinking process of 

teachers, and excludes observation of ....... , ..... ,UlUO It is a partial ethnography in 

sense that it incorporates qualitative """",,,,,,'\,,,, research. In this sense 

it is a descriptive study which specifically .lU\.,Ui>'.,i> on processes of teachers 

implementing and understanding but observation of 

.... u"'u,,,~"'. Using the teachers' voice to a more understanding 

how teachers think and cope with one of the 

limitations of this study is that the and doe~ not 

dynamics of what they 

Context of Study 

.......... ,.1..1.'"',.'" from 28 schools, out of a total of 31, completed the ues,tlOnmure survey. 

a 

of II1U1lU-'" 

district in which the schools are found is cnlU'al:telrlSt~a 

"' ..... u .. o"'. which was one of the primary reasons COI1QUCtIrlg this 

similar 

schools included in this study involve a 

...... ,,"'i'.. public and religious based schools. 

not to participate. One school stated it 

u .... ." •• u,.u"u~ .... and was not interested, while school 

only had teIrlPOl~arv tealcners Grade One and felt it was 

a 

"' .... J .... «:,H experience. The other two schools not 1"\.,."'.11£1 

any reason the questionnaire. 
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teachers in the study represented a mix of different ethnic backgrounds. 

however, no African teachers at Grade One level, any of the schools in this 

area. Although the cultural make-up of has changed considerably in many 

the city, and surrounding areas, ethnic balance of is still unequaL 

Therefore, another limitation of this study is that it not include perceptions of 

Ll.1Jl~"'''''' teachers or teachers township schools. In the studies on teacher 

perception to educational reform to be more inclusive of African ueI'SDtlctrves 

names of teachers who participated in both questionnaire and interview are 

deliberately fictitious, and bear no resemblance to actual identity, or any other 

within this study, that matter. The inclusion of names in the discussion, 

however, emphasises that with participants. This study 

represented various positions of teachers the process of change, therefore 

teachers' contribution to the discussion played an important 

3.3 Methods Used in Data Collection 

The design and formulation of the questionnaire and interview questions was based on 

book, Studying Teacher (Goodson, 1992b). data was, 1"1"''':'''''",,0:>.,. 

gathered qualitative quantitative ways. Denzin's (1988) triangulation method 

was used to enhance the credibility of data. Triangulation focuses on investigating 

a that is relational and interactive (Denzin, 1988:5 Therefore, 

researcher does not focus on what method but how to use a particular 

method within a context. In triangulation, focus is on method and interpretation, 

researcher is part of this process. By A&"'~_'''''''''''' and on the process 

data collection and analysis of data, it forms a generating Grounded 

Theory. 

3.3.1 Questionnaire Design 

Knowles' (1992) study to form the basis sections 

questionnaire interview questions. aimed at developing a theory that 

connects teacher biography and practice, within a context. 
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(1992) . relationships between role models, including family, 

teacher and school experiences, both positive and negative, and development of 

teachers' educational philosophy teaching practice, which influenced study. 

He that constructs of the role and philosophies are transformed into 

ideas for working in the classroom. From the A~~'~U'J"''''' str,ate:f!;leS, relationships and 

environments, the individual enacts classroom practices. behaviours may be 

modified by the context of the situation" (1992:143). importance of 

understanding the relationship between biography teaching practice us to 

understanding how teachers utilise strategies, in implementing C2005. 

questionnaire included more structured, open close-ended Wilson 

(1996) explains that the terms and unstructured are inappropriate. states 

that term less structured is to unstructured because " ... an unstructured 

interview is a misnomer" (p. 78). He feels that the dimensions structure ranging 

from to highly structured the purpose better. Structuring questions assists the 

nr()cess of respondents to think about that otherwise would not 

revealed, and it also helps respondents to focus their thoughts more clearly on their 

actions. 

questionnaire was into four main sections; 

1. Biography - this included questions on life experiences that influenced ~"" ... ,,,, ... ,,,. 

thinking. one the problems asking respondents to recall events 

from their 

(Knowles, 1 185). 

sotJtletlm(~S had become distorted in their memories 

taking this into consideration, I included both 

questionnaire and interview data to help construct the "continuity" and 

"discontinuity" in the 1 discuss 

responses showing, "continuitY" when is a link between 

and and, "discontinuity" when is no link between the questionnaire 

and interview 1 tried to create a v_~~u.'''' by including on both 

current andpast information. 

2. Professional development - this included teachers' beliefs, and teaching 

experiences. 1 use aspects Measor's (1992) study in devising questions on 

teachers' experiences and creative strategies in classroom practice. 1 felt 

30 
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that it was important to on both their positive and experiences, 

which could help elaborate on how teachers handled situations, and 

different strategies. 

3. Context - this was 

perceived C2005 to be 

on teachers' environment, what they 

This was also influenced by Woods' (1990) study, 

in so far as it looked at teacher identity and creative strategies. stressed that 

there is a dialectical relationship between teachers and their teaching SUbjects. 

This is a reflection of the continual process change and adaptation 

to new situations, as relation to C2005. 

Teaching practice - included concerns 

were with C2005. It· attempted to 

difficulties that teachers 

how teachers are 

implementing policy, and what relationship exists between macro 

players. 

micro level 

The design of the ues:tlOnmure took into '"'vf'ru" ...... .L'''''' the V.L.E, ..... u."' .... vu of the and 

categories, this to codes of data analysis. The 

questions specific categories, and therefore, both questionnaires and 

interviews are " ... saturated with (Holstein Gubrium, 1997: 136). 

The of distributing questionnaires was through an introductory 

telephonic discussion with each school, which to the distribution of the majority of 

questionnaires to schools, mail. questionnaire was an important instrument 

so as it sought to give teachers the power express their views. majority of 

''''''' .. U,,",.L';) completed questionnaire on their own. Another of the study 

was not liaising with each individual first to clear up initial 

Perhaps, this may have eased teachers who may have 

uncomfortable with some of open-ended the participation 

28 (88%) out 32 schools provided a good platform for the study, as did the 

returns from individual teachers where (75%) out 55 Grade One teachers 

responded positively. 
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3.4 Interview Survey 

An interview is an interactive process, whereby a question 

influence answers from a thus creating a dialectic process. Holstein and 

Gubrium (1997) state that meaning is .... and communicatively assembled in 

interview encounter" (p. 114). analysing. this means how 

the meaning is created, is as important as the product of what is 

communicated. questions were from the questionnaire 

3.4.1 Interview Questions 

Responses from the questionnaire helped to further for 

the pilot was also used to test interview questions and 

determine types of process helped to restructure the format of the 

questions. Some questions were repeated from the questionnaire, which helped to 

reveal (dis)continuity of the analysis. From the questionnaire, 

was an acknowledgement a more positive from 35-44 year old 

tealcners to and this was included as a question in the interview. I also 

included more political questions in the interview, relating to decision making 

the of and development (RDP) , and nation 

building within South Africa, which I had not included in the questionnaire. 

Altogether, including pilot seven interviews were conducted. 

included a of respondents from different school settings, sex, 

nT1"<.n· ... and public schools. I tried to an even representation of teachers from 

to interview, although 

socialisation !ac:tors, rather than on class and race issues. 

that were were chosen Ol'f·..,. ... '11 .... 

inilere:st was based on 

to their 

groups, and secondly based on their attitude responses to C2005. 

age 

formed the 

criteria for random selection of respondents, and consistency in method, in selecting 
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respondents to interview. This fonn sampling is retiern::d to as ..,u, .. ~ ... ~ ........ random 

sampling (Schofield, 1996:32). 

Names Age Attitude to 

C200S 

Ms M 

Ms AA 25-34 

Ms Loots K 25-34 

Ms Cupido 

Low Enthusiasm 

Mod. 

Ms Winter 

The interviews were relaxed and infonnal, and took place the context of the 

classroom, school. The context of the classroom plays an important role 

u ... """ .. ,'"" teachers feel comfortable a work "",1"1"11'\"" (Wilson, 1996:95). 

interviews generally lasted between 35-60 minutes. 

A small dictaphone was used during process interviewing. at 

same time, manually 

analysing 1" ... "',""',.. .... 

... ""'U'~ ...... ,'" notes proved to be valuable during the nT'{"{'p,~" of 

because not all the were and The 

...... /",,,"'.,,,, of "''''''l.IA .... '.H'''' infonnation verbatim the transcripts was order to 

grasp a more balanced picture of teachers' interpretation and voice. 

infonnation could be used for further analysis in other as, conversation 

3.S Site Visits 

The to the schools occurred during and distribution of 

questionnaires. Most of collection of questionnaires was completed person, 

it provided the opportunity to complete This to enhance 

understanding of .... a'_u ... ~ in their natural setting, and provided the opportunity to 
33 
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elicit discussions with teachers and principals, in order to the of the 

questionnaire, my and methodological approach to the The 

site also me to an understanding of the conditions teachers were 

enduring. 

3.6 Data Analysis 

There is no """''''1''_'''' to data. this consideration, this study 

explored of data, quantitative qualitative, order to provide a 

Corbin (1990) state 

quantitatively derived 

more balanced through triangulation. Strauss 

that might use qualitative data to illustrate ot 

findings or ... use some form of quantitative data to partially validate qualitative 

(p. 19). However, it is important to stress that there are different methods of 

both qualitative and quantitative data. 

In combining life histories and Grounded (1987) that 

Grounded can used by many disciplines but " ... what counts are the 

procedures as are not discipline bound" (p. 26). In this study I roughly followed 

the procedures of Grounded Theory, which include; 

1. Coding data 

2. Establishing core catc~gones 

3. Understanding properties dimensionality 

4. Comparing categories 

5. Validating relationships with data to show ... ",1-t""""", 

(see Strauss Corbin, 1990:119-125). 

One , .... " .. ,.,,1'1."' ... 1- factor to emphasise is that data collection and data ",,,.,Iu,,,, are tightly 

interwoven. During the of analysing data it is both an inductive and deductive 

nrCICe!iS whereby the data to patterns, at same pnor 

knowledge of theories help to complement findings. highlights how quantitative 

data blends in with the qualitative data. 
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The other most , ..... ,"" .. t'" reason for using the Grounded method was that it 
focuses on from data. Strauss (1987) includes personal PV1'\"''''''''"'"''' 

as an important ingredient in process of generating theory. 

(1992) that the inclusion of personal inhibits the process of 

generating theory (p. 58). that Strauss Corbin's (1990) work includes 

techniques that are interfere with the emergence and of 

theory. Since there is no clear-cut to analysing data, Strauss and Corbin's 

(1990) work acts as a which is open to challenge. 

One important feature of ;:)trI:LUSS and Corbin's (1990) work is that they on 

researcher as an active participant in the process of collecting and analysing In 

helping to theory from responses it is also dependent on theoretical 

sensitivity, which stems knowledge the with to the 

3.6.1 Coding 

My method comparing data was done manually, although it was complemented by 

the use a database from which printouts were generated. process of reflecting 

on both the questionnaire and interview helped to a more holistic overview 

of connections and the During this process I was also able to 

check and re-code information. . 

The process of coding is fluid reseat~chc;r is able to move from one coding 

procedure to another. I adopted QC!n,F't'tc! of the coding procedure, although the prOlce!;s 

of and axial coding is much intertwined. In the process of coding I 

interwove the different either using names from current or 

actual phrases used by respondents, to as 'in vivo' codes by Strauss and 

Corbin (1990:69). This process analysis and understanding teachers' 

peI·ce])tic,ns. One of the ' ..... 7'''..,·''''''1' points I during the analysis of the data was 

that in interviews it is important to validate meaning of words that respondents 

provide, in order to probe further what they mean (1990:83). Glaser and Strauss 
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(1967) <A ....... ..,"' • .., that the concepts do 

concepts that v ....... up, ..... (p. 23). 

3.7 Reliability of Data 

change but rather it is how we look at 

is no prescribed method of analysing and collecting data, it is up to the 

researcher to find best, and most method based on type of rp~I"'j;lr('n 

question, which determines the process collection and analysis. Holstein and 

Gubrium (1997) state that qualitative research to focus on validity, and 

quantitative tends to focus on reliability of data. the of 

research, I focused on combining qualitative and quantitative data, and therefore 

combine both validity and reliability procedures. In order to gain reliability 

teachers' it was necessary to an overall view how C20DS is being 

received and implemented. 

Firstly, in to questionnaires, process establishing trust the 

resear'Chl::r and respondent is an important aspect within interview. This helps to 

generate genuine rapport and reliable data. The triangulation method complements the 

process, and helps to show continuity and discontinuity of teachers' thoughts, which 

reflects current working and of C20DS. of the 

tea,ch~~rsJ reSDOflses helped to provide an of the social dynamics 

social encounters experienced particular contexts. Miller and (1997) 

stress that "what matters is to understand how and where these stories are produced, 

which sorts of they are, how we can put them to honest intelligent use 

in theorising about social (p.107). 

Secondly, in relation to the interviews, the reliability of data was Oel)enlOelrll on the 

accuracy of the transcription of recordings, which help to generate more J...,lJ'",Vt.., 

coding. This was also dependent on understanding the teachers' interpretation of 

educational' change and, therefore, recording of reliable data is important. One 

important factor in transcribing data was acknowledging the teachers' voice and 

recording in a verbatim 
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3.8 Validity of Data 

The reliability of the study complements process validity. This is dependent on 

aspects. particular, the skill and the ability of researcher play an 

important In process of analysing data. Just the IS an 

so is the researcher an active 

and connecting data. This is a continual dynamic process from beginning to 

end the study. One major is the flexibility and creativity 

which are important factors that Strauss and Corbin (1990) stress. The process 

creativity in the data collection analysis is based on making connections 

(see Compte, 1990). is dependent on of the In 

which prior knowledge plays an important in the deductive analysis 

theorising 

Writing Up Research 

writing my included both qualitative data, 

which was a complex The difficult was making the fit 

together. it was a journey full of along the way. There is no 

prescribed method in writing up, the hardest for this project proved to 

be synthesising the information, and to create a relationship between 

responses from teachers and my theoretical analysis. It was important to depict the 

how educational change. This demanded a of 

and re-analysis. I used time to on literature 

and helped me to things in a more balanced perspective. Strauss and Corbin 

(1990) suggest "interplay literature and data important in the 

analysis because it provides a understandingH (p. 53-54). The 

process of writing and are all on one another 

therefore, part of a continual process until the finished product. It is a complex but 

reVVaramll:! Olrocc:;:ss. whether individuals are "''''~''''u.'''u,~''' .... or not. 
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4.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

If the music changes so does the dance - na.usa 

This chapter exaumnes Grade One teachers' perceptions of C2005 in 

Town city city bowl area, towards the end its first year 

implementation in 1998. It looks at how teachers and react to educational 

reform based on level of consciousness and understanding of the process. 

section is an overview of the COIlte,U of study. It llJ.'-'J' ........ .,.:> a discussion of the 

diversity of both the teachers and schools represented in study. "'''''''''vu ... looks 

at Grade teachers' perceptions of Curriculum 2005. 

The third section looks at the similarities difference teachers perceive between 

their current teaching practice and past teaching methods. It focuses on the 

relationship between past and present teaching practices in to understand how 

teachers with and handle educational reform - Curriculum 2005. It looks at 

how teachers role classroom and they has changed in 

their teaching practice. 

fourth with teachers see as positive negative of 

C2005. It also investigates what teachers perceive as major constraints in the 

implementation C2005 such as the factors of teacher training~ and 

It then moves on to how dealt with 

and what they have their classroom practice. 

The section on understanding factors the 

construction of teacher thinking. In particular, it seeks to understand teacht~rs7 

perception of relationship between cultural and political and the 

impact of these on their teaching 

final aims give an understanding of the effect of teacher' 
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PV'''1IP1''IPn('""Cl on their UllJ.ll'U..I.,Il:; and teaching practice. These encounters include both 

positive and of teachers. It also includes teachers' perceptions 

of their tertiary "'''''I.1'''.I.J''''.I..I.'''''''';) and what effect these have had on their teaching. 

4.2 Theoretical Model 

The of understanding what impacts on teachers think is detailed 

Diagram 1. This diagram attempts to the that impact on the 

construction teacher knowledge and The diagram incorporates 

aspects Strauss and Corbin's (1990) study on Grounded Theory approach, which 

VUt,.l.U.I.\",,, the process of change a conditional matrix. I have incorporated 

elements of context consequences from conditional matrix and 

Corbin, 1990:99-111). Strauss that there are two types context, namely a 

structural context and a context. He defines structural context as " ... the 

conditions within which negotiations in the largest sense take place" and negotiating 

context .... "".cu .... , ... as " ... the levels matrix" (1990:1 

I have the used the personal context to to the internal factors, which 

relate to the individual teacher. consist of associated sub-factors. sub-

factors include the qualities such as age, identity, attitude and perceptions that 

influence the process negotiating educational change and development of 

consciousness. within the personal context is affected by the social 

context, which I have to as factors, ---"---J the school context. 

The IS influenced by .. ..,,"'.v""',' ........ , ... sub-factors these impact on the way 

teachers negotiate educational reform. Broadfoot et al. (1 suggest that there is a 

complex relationship hef1wefm internal and external f'a"1~"' .. " They state there 

is a tendency policy-makers to concentrate on factors and to U"'l"'~"""" 

" ... the powerful role teacher's personal ideology and skill in determining what 

they do" (1998:8). 

The between the personal and social context affects the 

construction of teacher knowledge and teaching practice. I refer to teacher knowledge 
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as a tea,cnl~r "...,"AU.'!". theory, which is influenced by internal and external factors 

including formal theory and daily interaction with pupils in the classroom. 

My reason for using such a model is based on Corbin's rationale for the 

Grounded Theory approach. use this approach to provide depth and credibility 

in generating a 'formal theory' of a phenomenon, compared to a 'substantive 

that is within " ... one particular situational context" (1990: 174). An 

example of a more substantive theory is studying biographical phenomena, such as 

Goodson's (1992b) methodological in analysis of of 

teachers. biography is also an important factor evident in Strauss 

Corbin's (1990) study on examining patients' responses to pain medication. The 

on past In case, helps to where 

understandings emanate from, although this is a continual and dynamic process. 

Diagram 1: 

PERSONAL 
CONTEXT 

(Internal) 

*Age 

*Personality 
*Identity 
*Attitude 
*Perception 
*Ufe Experiences 
*Beliefs 
*Motivation 
* Ideology 
*Individual Power 

* 

SOCIAL 
CONTEXT 

(External) 

Factors! 

* Social Factors 
* Economic Factors 
* Cultural Factors 
* Historical Factors 
* Environment 
* Collective Power 
* Policy Process 

* 

CONSCIOUSNESS 
AND 

UNDERSTANDING 

KNOWLEDGE 
TEACHING 
PRACTICE 
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4.3 Context of Study 

In this study 28 out of schools responded to the questionnaire survey. types of 

schools involved represented a of school types, and included co-educationa!, 

sex - and boys, Christian and Muslim denominations, and both private 

and state In total, 41 responses were collected out a total representation of 

one teachers in this socio-spatial region (see Appendix the 

respondents were female. This is consistent with the profile in primary 

....... ''''.ll.u.e;, as indicated most parts of world. A by Broadfoot 

et al. (1993), for example, confirms that French and British primary schools are 

dominated women. that "the feminization of the teaching profession in 

all countries is a well-known phenomenon" (1993:53). 

Initially, tea.cn~~rs' reS1pOI1lSeS were ........,...11' ...... 11 into catl~go]nes that 

represented teachers years of age, and over-45 years 

of age Appendix 4, Figure 1). This grouping helped to provide a good indication 

of teacher perceptions relative to (see Appendix 4, 2). I decided to use age 

as a category simply because I was interested in life experiences, including teaching 

experience, could help me to of and the 

impact on their teaching Corbin (1990) state that the 

should not use".. as class, race until 

it as relevant .... " I feel a role in teachers 

H ..... ~uLl.au." educational change based on their experiences, but more importantly it 

how they handle situations count. Miller and Glassner (1997) remark age, 

and race also respOIlaents respond an (p. 

101). I also used as a factorin randomly ueCIUnUi: on which teachers to interview 

in order to get a variety of responses. 

half the in this possessed a three-year diploma, and a 

significant number (41 %) had a four-year diploma/degree, whilst a minority (10%) 

possessed a 2-year diploma. In the under-35 year old group, most teachers had a 

u·_",,,,,,,,,, diploma/degree to the of in the 

old group who had a three-year diploma (see Appendix Figure 3). However, within 

41 
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this con1text, 

Appendix 4, 

was an even relative to the number of years of teaching 

4). showed that some teachers had broad and 

included teaching children at different age 

levels as well as teac:hulg Appendix 4, Figure 5). data 

also indicated that ,;,u"vUl"."'" tealchers in Grade One, and this 

had a 

The 

educational change. 

:;UI,;:tU-Sp(:l~Ual area are pennanently employed 

(see Appendix 

contributed to some 

temporary employment 

From the questionnaire 

interviews. 

seven 

4.4 Perceptions of Curriculum 2005 

were for further 

From the questionnaires, it was overwhelmingly that could 

be grouped into three main categories; 

A. Teachers who were more willing to work with were to 

challenges, and, therefore, generally more ... """1-,, 

change; 

B. Teachers who had mixed feelings about the cnange 

about the situation at hand (however within 

both positive and negative feelings); 

Teachers who were indifIe.r.e.nt towards 
~c 

approach to 

In each category teachers had different interpretations and unclers:ranlomlg 

Teachers in A generally showed more ~~~~~~~:!!!!~~~_m 

My on teachers' perceptions of C2005 dealt with the levels 

individuals and this was linked to how teachers interpreted and understood such 

educational change. Attitudes also affected the way individuals perceived things. 

42 
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Both perception and attitude are >A ..... ,,"' .... because they are psychological processes, 

which are individually and socially" ..... ."" ... .., 

change was affected by sub-factors 

motivation, ideology, language, individual 

Simultaneously, the social context 

educational change. 

The way individuals negotiated this 

genlder personality, identity, beliefs, 

power, and life experiences. 

the teachers negotiated 

Ull,l ....... Ja"".., teachers' perception and 

attitude included social dynamics, LlVJliU,,,aJ.. ec()nClmlC. ...u ....... a~. and historical factors, 

and space, environment process of policy, 

.H"" ....... U.!;:, policy-making and policy text 

In "attitude in relation to perception", 

is a need to re-theorise the individual 

.... "' ......... 1"> attitudes (1991: 163). The classical 

Potgieter stress that 

dichotomy that exists in 

mdle:rstandmg of what attitude is " ... [is] 

partial, one sided or incomplete [and] .. u"'",,"' .. ' .. , 

On the other hand, Eiser and van der Plight (1988) 

product and intrinsic part of social action" 

attitude has a complex and dynamic nature. 

Moscovici states that "social retlres.enltabons 

(Foster and Louw Potgieter, 1991:162). The 

which influences individual 

origins" (1991: 138). 

attitude as " ... both a social 

1991: 122). 

extendmg the definition of 

precondition for 

tea,chers think a social 

are shared 

corresponds with oelrceotic)tlS ",n.,,,,,,,,,, .,...~,.vu,l"."'. 

appeared to be greater continuity between m 

interviews. Teachers in group A (41%) tended to a more 

towards and this helped to facilitate 

educational Teachers in group A generally felt that C2005 required a 

willingness to change. Changes for them included a shift in nu ....... ' .... , 

curriculum 

embrace new 

Teachers 

centred ."' .......... e 

teaching methods. This mindset shift implied a 

placed emphasis was on the opportunity of "'H" ...... 'I"> a 

using relevant life experiences to facilitate '"' .......... "U 
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learning. Some llJ.Y,i",g,L"''''' that this change was a ..,u'", .. ..",.l"."" 

their learners. 

both themselves and 

Ms Taylor (A) from a private single sex school and who was years old felt 

very enthusiastic C2005, and part of her stemmed from her 

involvement in .. ",,,ntl< ... workshops and circuit me:etllngS on '-'''''''..,\.1 ... had helped 

Im];neJnelllUJlg it. She 01-1'11"11<1", to C2005 her feel more ....... " ...... "" .. ",1'1 

had been mnuencea ....... r,crr,"",,,,",,,,,, nature the scnOOl environment, as well as 

own positive U\.LJl\.U".", to "'H''''!;'''. In this sense, both UU,,,,LU':U and external factors 

influenced the way was negotiating the change ofC2005. 

Teachers in group felt about the change in 

C2005 encouraged. Ms '-.;\.11./1""'"' (A) from a co-educational .,"'U,,",V1 

representing the believed that she 

method on "'vU' - .... "'v"" 

much different to 

She, theretclre. interpreted 

tea,ChIng. She pointed out that 

on self-discovery in and suggested that this 

her teaching practice. was also very enthusiastic about 

change, especially since it it easier to teach children of tt"'T'",nt cultural and 

religious backgrounds, which were represented at her school. however, 

C2005 had helped her to new strategies in the classroom. 

were generally optimistic about ,-,,,,, . ..,u ... were 

also anxious about a private, sex "''''''vv, 

C2005 was a ..... "',"""'1'l1'" development, but she also about some 

issues, 

... [it is a] definitely. Umm, I like the freedom, as well you 
know .. .I like that it works with the pace of the child... you 
don't have to hold them back. But I'm not so sure how one is 
actually going to implementing it in South African its large 
classes. It's with a large class, even but even 
that's a bit much .... 

Another teacher, Ms Venter (A) a large co-educational ",v..,U\.H. a diverse 

mix of children, and in was 

<:!h!:l'l"Pi1 Ms about certain asPI~Cts of 
44 
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She stated that she had only attended one workshop for C2005. The ambivalence Ms 

Venter displays is revealed in the way that she describes changes in her classroom 

practice. She acknowledged that change is; 

... a growing experience, [that is] on-going. And I have definitely, how can I 
explain it to you now, I definitely look even at ... the children with a different 
eye. I see them differently ... Umm, I think being my age too .. .1 think, you 
know, in the past we've been given such clear cut instructions or guidelines as 
to this is the minimum criteria or this or that. So now it's each child develops 
at his own pace and that type of thing. So, I am a bit confused where the 
assessmg IS. 

In this phase of development, there is an acknowledgement that the implementation 

of C2005 is a growing, continual experience, which means perceptions and 

understandings are changing as one gains a grasp of the changes. 

There is, within this group of teachers, a continual process of reflection on their 

teacher knowledge and teaching practice, and a constant effort to negotiate their way 

through the change. Strauss and Corbin's (1990) paradigmatic model, referred to 

~arlier, helps one to trace the sequence of actions and interactions within the process 

of change. The sequences of events are linked to the way individuals behave, manage, 

control or respond to change (1990:143). Teachers' perception and attitude plays a 

role in determining their behaviour towards change. This interaction is not just a 

dialectic of internal and external factors, nor is it a process solely between internal 

and external factors and teacher knowledge. It is rather the interactions of both these 

processes that influence and effect one another. The interaction of internal and 

external conditions results in specific teachers' consciousness, which positions them 

to [mis ] understand educational change. 

Teachers from group A tended to be more conscious and aware of the changes that 

they were implementing. Almost all the teachers in this group shared a moderate-to

very-enthusiastic attitude to C2005, and indicated staff support for it. 

The teachers in group B (37%) tended to reflect a mixture of positive and confused 

feelings towards C2005. Some teachers in this group had a positive attitude to C2005 

but the majority of teachers had mixed feelings, and struggled to cope with the 
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denlancis of C2005. This mixed auu.uu", pO],nte:d to a 

tea,cners in group B complained 

C2005. However, Foster and Louw 

was u ...... ~v.u about 

only way 

",U£JLjJ£V and complex changing attitudes and behaviour ... " (1991: 128). It is 

In understanding how change the and attitude of 

individuals. 

suggested above, some teachers indicated a positive attitude to C2005. Ms Winter 

(B) from a private single sex school, and in the over-45 was one such 

teacm~r who expressed her openness to new idea~ne factor 

~sttive attitude was her involvement in curriculum 

\ 

assisted to understand what the new curriculum was all 

fbZ to add that this was not enough because the school not emora~r.:ea 

while 

On 

Winter (B) was a shift in her U~''''''U''E> 

aacmte:a a more holistic approach to learning. Ms Winter u .... ""' .. '.""u 

at it from different angles .. J would have to 
v"" .. ' .... ;:''''' I think it would make sure you know exactly 

.. I would have said to myself, OK, I am to 
............ u .... ,U today, OK .... I would have always used lots of concrete nI'\1."£'TC! 

Umm, now the way that I'm possibly doing it is that I'm carrying a whole big 
it is more holistic actually. I am bringing a whole big box for 

"' ... , ......... to actually see the stationary arrive. I am telling the whole story 
about how I ordered it. They don't see, it is not something that just 
floats in and out of the air and they have a crayon to use. Ja, it is more 

.. You are telling them the whole picture ... without making it too 

Ms Winter indicated that she had mixed feelings to C2005, 

response indicated a more positive attitude. This """'J;:."'''''' an 

questionnaire and interview responses. 

was also hostility to C2005 in group B. Ms a 

"'v-' ........ "'u,uv ...... , impoverished working-class school, and in the under-35 age group, 
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expressed confusion about the new curriculum and what it prc)m()1eCJ. She felt 

that as opposed to outcomes-based approach was more important. Ms 

Maart (B) from a single sex school, and also in under-35 age had 

reservations about the new curnclllwn change. was in a temporary DOl,lHOn.. and 

this contributed to 

to jump 

However, Ms Maart stated 

"either or you're out." indicated that was "not 

clued whole outcomes based education", and the school emmO,nn1,ent where 

she worked had limited resources assisting teacchers with ideas. Ue.SPl1te this, Ms 

Maart change was a 

UU~'w.(;U progression one of those I have to do. I mean everything 
tochange whether it is education or health or whatever. You know we are 
embracing ideas. You can't go back on old traditional 

Other tealchers echoed this "'V," • .LY",lVU and were grappling with the implementation 

process C2005. 

Teacher's perception ofC2005 is an organic n1'r."pc~(! dynamic t-p!lrh11"~(! although 

there is a towards stagnation at the embryonic stages of 

This tended reflect the of group C who indicated 

changes were occurring in 

more J.'-';:)Jl;:)~,n their actions 

teaicnlIlg practice. 

interactions to '-'U4:U1J;'-', 

limited 

was 

Ms Loots (C) from a co-educational, impoverished working class school the city, 

and also in under-35 age admitted to being a state of confusion. She had 

a class children. displayed a 

Although felt that grown, was 

apprehensive towards change. was little support for Ms Loots in her teaching 

environment from the odd from remedial .",,, .. ,uVJ. or psychiatrists. She 

said that no one had really guided the process. 

might be "erreCl1ve with smaller "'Uk;',,""",," but I am 

indicated 

At the same Ms Minnie (C) a private co··eOIUCl.llllOnal school near 

and in the under-45 year age group, mixed feelings in her interview, and 

corresponded 

explained 

the continuity of response in questionnaire. Ms iYU.UUj,,-, 

was not change, but the 
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implementation was a major 

about C2005; 

from "A to " explained mixed feelings 

right now it doesn't much sense to me... My is not to 
wonderful, umm, you know, work prepared. I know what I am doing. me, 
when you are you know what you're about. it's the terminology 
and... I mean sixty-six outcomes, you know, it was 
methodologically and clearer, you know... I know some people say, 
when you start working with it, it becomes second nature but it's actual 
implementation of getting there which is bothersome .... 

Auuar'ent in findings is fact that tealcners are implementing C2005 their 

own styles, and is no consistent approach in the implementation of it. 

The teachers who represented group (411%) were more positive in attitude to 
I, 

were more de1:tW1te about '"' ........ l".'.,'" they were encountering with 

resJ)ect to C2005. There seelneu be a '"'v •• "" ........ , .. nI:~tween what perceived 

C2005 to be about and how they approached it their teaching practice. This 

of teachers was more able to state similarities and 

approaches and C2005 compared to group B and C. 

4.4.1 Attitudes towards Curriculum 2005 

,-,-"., .. ", ... "."", between their own 

bar graph (Appendix 4, 2) representing teachers' attitude to C2005 

indicated that was a correlation between and Apparent from the 

questionnaires was fact that while there was moderate support C2005, at the 

same time numbers had feelings it and It 

was inferesting to notice more enthusiasm for C2005 amongst 35-44 age group 

compared to both the under-35 group and ... "-r_,,,.-. group (Appendix 4, Figure 

2). There was an indication of lower enthusiasm amongst the younger age group, 

ho:wever might not only about C2005. 

interviews conducted with teaicners suggested that their attitude was ""~'IJ""'" by 

factors. In the reasons for such a positive 
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reception to C2005 amongst teachers the 35-44 age group stemmed a variety 

of factors. As a of this group, Cupido (A) explained 

you m .. 34-45, have been teaching 
you're going to the ones just, 

T'lrl"T'I!'i'r",n to deviate from the norm and that will go on 

quite 
know, 

[ones me ... who are very enthusiastic at moment 
time. We we are actually, we to devour a change, you know 1 
mean. We win anything will obviously that 
to betterment of the self .... 

was an indication that number of of '''''''''Jl.U'~ offered a feeling of 

for teachers and enabled them to experiment and develop own styles of 

teaching However, Ms Cupido added some realcners felt .u"""v ....... 

because C2005 does not have boundaries. Ms Cupido hinted at an inherent .. "., .. ", .. ,..,~ 

age group. She further stated that "they've towards change in 

older methods 

something 

quite a and they are almost human nature-wise-ready to try 

In terms of the one can that in the age 

category were more receptive to cmmg,e. 

contrast, teachers interviewed in the under-35 age cat(~golry in terms of the 

information gathered, appeared to struggling to adapt to the new curriculum 

change. On the one hand, Ms Loots (C) indicated that offered a new vision 

of hope, but one IS to Her strugglr to be marred by 
J 

the fact that apprehensive towards On the hand, Maart 

(B) believed that from both the and teachers 

toward change. stated 

don't change, right. younger don't want 
"'H"'U~'" because were not involved in apartheid and they 

they didn't come out of that. They weren't really involved with the 
struggle So they don't want to. are strong. opinions 
are very strong, urnm. my perspective that's feelings .... 

However, Venter (A) group were more 

and had more distractions, such as marriage or other that ... """ .... n..... them 

from focusing on change. She that "I mean with change it is a lot of work. 

It is hard it's many that putting into our work. ..... 

Both Ms Venter (A) and Ms (B) provided a more introspection of 
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the situation, and that some were probably resisting it 

because "they too old to change" or "they know what works best." 

are both and positive factors influencing lealCfiiers attitude and 

perception to C2005, and these are in groups A, B and C. 

4.5 New Skills Emerging In Classroom Practice 

The majority (90%) of teachers reported ,,>J.u ... ,"" ...... ., between the C2005 approach 

their own teaching practice. However, only 59% of the teachers detailed these 

similarities in the questionnaires. There was diversity in responses, amongst 

three main groups, but was not always consistency between the questionnaire 

and within groups. An of data showed more 

consistency from teachers who perceived similarities, as well as differences with 

C2005. main similarities related to teaching methods and/or curriculum 

programmes. 

The majority (94%) of the In group were able to point to perceived 

with the new curriculum. of these teachers' (41 % of 

the 94%) indicated that the change in curriculum was consistent with current 

teaching practice. The teachers that were more aware of the changes in their teaching 

practice also acknowledged the similarities and differences with C2005 and 

current tealctrmg ..... "'£'1'11'.'" 

Some teachers, in group A, indicated that the junior primary phase had always been 

learner-centred. In the questionnaire Ms Bentley, the same school as Ms 

commented that the "foundation always practically 

orientated" [and] "learner-centred." Venter that the 

similarity old and the new curriculum was more related to and 

outings. On the other hand, Ms Grant from a private single sex school stated that 

"skills, values and attitudes were always as important as knowledge." 
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majority (90%) teachers group B, exc:em for one response, a 

similarity between C2005 and their current However, 33% did not 

provide any description the similarity ex]:)enenc:ed, while another 33% of teachers 

showed contradictions with their by indicating differences rather than 

similarity with C2005. This might that some are in the process 

change but which corresponded with mixed feelings of 

situation. Other teachers in this category tended to be more implicit in 

responses. 

In B was a minority teachers who indicated a similarity between 

old and new methods practice. Ms (B) from a religious-based, co-

educational school, and in the over-45 category, recognised the similarity by. 

pointing out that "group teaching has always been there, [and] interaction between 

teacher and children is still going on." While Ms Yasmien (B) emphasised "that both 

[the old and new] methods need to be incorporated to up standards." This 

allows for both the old and the new curriculum to Even though both Ms 

Yasmien and Ms had mixed feelings, there was an awareness 

acknowledgement of the process of change. Within each group there are both 

differences and similarities and it is these differences that help to show similarities 

between the groups. 

majority (63%) teachers of dlUererlces nPTUcJppn C2005 the old 

approach they may have used. Out of this total, 54% also perceived similarities with 

C2005 and own teaching practice. From the remaining 37% of teachers, 17% 

that was no in their teaching while a further 20% 

provided no response to question. 

There were a of reS1Ponlses within all the arn,.,n", 

teajcners (88%) i>1J""'"'u"" ..... differences ...... T' • ., ....... C2005 

A, the majority of 

their teaching practice. This 

was a definite indication of the change taking place which suggested that teachers 

were adapting their roles to suit the new method of teaching. few ."" .... ,"'uv£ 

described process as a challenge. Some teachers welcomed the change 

. indicating that it called for "better and more planning", while others were not so sure 
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it. The focus on this change appeared to on learners and learning 

environment. suggests C2005 is a emphasis, than an abrupt 

change. 

U/11'h ..... group B, a smaller number teachers (47%) spoke of between 

C2005 and' teaching there was a greater on 

learners interacting in classroom. Ms Nieman from a co.;educational school in the 

city bowl area, and group, felt C2005 is on "more 

DrClce~;s than ,. She also that her was changing was not 

teaching so and therefore " ... feels left out once they are busy." While some 

teachers, in group B, that using a centred environment had encouraged 

....... "."'1"~, .. noise and movement levels, none-the-Iess, as Jegels a religious-

based, co-educational school added this was "healthy for co-operative learning." 

A oOlA6uu.""'...,'AL number teachers (33~), was no 

their classroom practice. provided 

no response to question, compared to of teachers group B that also did 

not respond. One teacher stated that C2005 ".. not implemented in my " 

Another stated "It is impossible to C2005 totally if the teacher is not sure 

what to do"; while another teacher stated still my way classroom 

because [of] so many Ch13LIlg.~S and [there is] no specific outcomes yet." 

statements represented mixed fe'eImgs teachers and possibly ret.re~;entea 

reslstanc:e in their to change, little change was occurring. 

Some teachers a sense indifference to C2005 in their classroom practice, 

while others acknowledged that they had minimally. 

2005 to promote OTE'·!'It,:·.,. input from learner. In greement with 

the majority (85%) of ........ '"'U...,.L., argued that positive interaction between teacher 

child was most important achieving a learning environment. 

teachers, putting in place a more interactive teaching environment had led to changes 

classroom. Quite a few group A, that the 

main difference which had their ."'"""AU:U6 practice A"'A, ... "' .... work. 

",,"VULl. commented that from a school for the disabled, and 35-44 
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"time is differently and is greater freedom" the There 

added to an was a more positive classroom environment this had 

"upliftment" in confidence of learners. The overwhelming majority (88%) 

of teachers, in group responded that this was even more evident the way 

they planned and organised classroom as well as their classroom 

management and teaching philosophy. 

large nwnber (80%) teachers, group stressed their planning and 

organisation had changed significantly. meant that the majority of teaicners 

although varying in attitude, are participating in process of changing 

teaching practice. 

4.5.1 New Roles for Teachers 

degree change that teachers perceived their role is relative to attitude, as 

well as internal and external factors. Teachers in all groups thought that 

~'''''''''l'~'''''''' either in a major, mediwn or 

total, were only a small nwnber of tealcners 

role with to C2005. Firstly, within 

way . 

...... ,.-..,.""_ a major change 

A, only 12% (2 teachers) felt 

that role had changed in a major way. This is surprising because one would 

have eXl,ecteCl more Iealcners to undergo a major change as a result of the new ""''''t ........ 

teachers indicated they were enthusiastic C2005 and had to 

about SIIIlllai[nu:s and difference between C2005, 

group D, there were also two teachers who felt their had changed in a 

had mixed Iee.lmi~S about and one of way. Both teachers, nn''''''''IH=r 

moreover, indicated that 

tealchllng practice. 

was no similarity between C2005 and current 

A nwnber (65%) of teachers, in A, felt that they undergone, what one 

might call a mediwn role "' ...... 1'>"'. Within this group, all the teachers perceived 

similarities differences past 
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Ms Cupido (A) was very enthusiastic in both questionnaire interview 

response. felt by the new curriculum suggested this had 

meant an adjustment in her teaching method. Cupido's thoughts reflected 

continuity in the way that she the in both the questionnaire and 

interview. the other Ms Venter (A) had mixed towards C2005 but 

she felt that role had change. she that 

"I'm definitely more positive. enjoying it 

v.v"'.""" .. .., •.. As I [before] there are certain areas 

apart 

I don't know 

significant number (40%) teachers group B also perceived a medium role 

........... ~ .... but differed group they had feelings C2005. They 

also acknowledged both similarities and differences between their teaching practice 

and C2005, for one teacher who 'that there was no difference her 

teaching practice. Some of teachers felt that they had already been 

C2005 which questions how much 

has cnange:Q. perceived a medium role and 

shared mixed ......... ' .... j"' .... about ...., .... 'vv.J with however, did not perceive any 

TT""'"""n,~p in classroom practice. 

In group A, a small number teachers (1 indicated a minimal change their 

but stated they were enthusiastic about C2005. This implied inconsistency in 

their and that change was In practice, 

or only small doses areas of learning. Within group B, 40% teachers 

indicated a .................. change role, but also their mixed .. """' .... f"., 

about C2005. groups tealcne,rs tended in the nrn,r.p.<::: of 

implementing C2005 as compared to majority of tealcners A. However, 

they all that there was a similarity between their ~"''''''''LL''6 practice and C2005. 

group C, of teachers indicated a ..... ,u ..... u...... change, 

Ms Minnie (C) indicated in questionnaire that her role had changed minimally 

this was her too. 

she her attitude to teaching not changed, but her methods had changed 
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She added that focus on learning was " ... not you've got know this, 

you have to know that, you can only do this, you can only do that. So in that I 

think, I would say a change ... a change." 

same Ms Loots' (C) apprehension was reflected through feelings 

insecurity with the new approach. She that her attitude to ."' .... ,,, ...... F. was also 

changing in spite of limited workshops. group of teachers under the heading 

of indifference, this suggested their adaptation to C2005 

process. 

-
4.6 Optimism and Uncertainty about Curriculum 2005 

Teachers commented on the and negative features of C2005 that were 

apparent to them interviews. Firstly, positive features C2005 

by seven teachers, the corresponded to 

ditltere~nc(~s that they perceived berweEm C2005 and their teaching DfaCtlCe. It " ......... 1£ ......... 

that the positive features re18ltea to d1tjtertmc(~s in leaJffiulg p;atte:ms and planning 

procedures. Ms Winter (B) was positive and this as; 

I have to think more about I teach them .. .! to think about it 
more angles. that is not to say that before way we were trained we 
didn't think about it from different But, umm, in a way it was easier 
to structure your lesson more because you had different You had a 
definite in you what of your you knew 
what your immediate objectives were. And if objectives were actually 
achieved then you sort of that had done something in that 
[Now] before you would thought to yourself; Are they learning by 
discovering or am I just kind of putting stepping stones of for 

to ja .... 

Winter's position was more consistent with group A, it also reflected 

teachers were not by She retierrt:~d .nu ........... u,."" with 

past but acknowledged the and creative within C2005, 

which were lacking in the system. Ms Ford (A) from a school 

the city, and the supported this and explained that 

one positive thing is that you can do a variety of things." incorporating 

lerurners' experiences into teaching practice. 
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Ms Maart (B) 

that her 

that the positive ....,~'''''''' .. , of C2005 related to differences the way 

were learning. believed that lealmelrs were ,",UJ'VUJ'"" at a 

faster 

they would 

done 

" 

child ... ", 

Ms Maart stated "they've reached 

with the previous education. At 

before." 

much quicker 

I can say 

Maart (B) 

than 

that more than they've 

stands a chance he is a slow.",,,,,, .. ,,,. whether he is a gifted 

achieved ideally. Although also felt uncertainty whether this would 

Curriculum 2005 aims to be inclusive, the positive change is also Ut::IJt::Il.Ut::IU on the 

way perceive C2005, implement it 

\n('tn<~r 1"\,,...<>11'1,,,,,, feature that tealcners expatiated the interviews, to 

teaching Ms Venter (A) with Ms Winter (B) when """'.,."" .......... "" the 

process of educational change; 

a feeling, a growth pYr'IPMpn(~p I can I 
look at education dittenentlv is more child £'P""""1'1 

has a I'u nn", .. The the past 
is what I think, more teacher centred and the 

L"".:t",U""L said. And also know what I enjoy too, is the group and 
like that and the children are enjoying it. 

The emphasis on a child-centred lerurmrlg approach .:tUt.1"'.:tL""U. to most L"'Q,""lH ... L;:). 

teachers .""u, .. """" to more tea,che:r-centre<1 III 

felt she based her teaching practice on child-centred 

learning. 

challenge 

that's what 1 

its own 

that " ... 1 am excited about it. And I think it is """"."U""" r a 

me first of alL a lot of the child into consideration 

is really appealing to me. You know, child will actually at 

" Some teachers their teaching Llla..,L ......... had always child-

centred, "''''''17''"'''''''' there was now a emphasis on the child the 

process and ."",,",lHUll!". content in the curriculum. There was more 

awareness child and a realisation of hislher potential different ways. 

Ms Minnie (C) acknowledged "'-''''''';VJ positive 

mel 

had more reservatulns 

about of She seen any results to that, 

you know, is what we are " However in the long run are 

trying to bridge the gap between the less fortunate schools and the more 

schools. .. But once again [Department of strategies are 
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because the less privileged "'''''''LVV.''' are "'U~IHa without teaichers are "IUIUa with 

children in a class." AltnOllgn teachers referred to the n;"\<-,'t",,,,, a::;oe:cts ofC2005, 

there was an expectation that 

alleviating these inequalities, as 

Ms Minnie (C) 

Ire(~Qo:m in the way It:wrnt:lrs 

way children were lerumulg 

whole curriculum." At 

Department should play a more "" .. 't."''''''''''"" role in 

as assisting teachers in 

that C2005 offered more flexibility and more 

She commented that was a difference in the 

felt " ... this is a aspect of the 

Ms Minnie felt provided flexibility 

more independence their learning for teachers through 

prograJmmes. However indicated that she had not begun to C2005. 

While there were a UWlUV''''.l 

pointed, they also PVI'\I'P<:l<1P/1 

about 

, .... " ...... .1 at the lack 

of positive features about to which teachers 

concern over the aspects of C2005, 

In particular, communicated their 

had received, the time frame for the 

introduction of C2005 and a of support lnI:rasltrU(m The process of 

environment, implementation was by conditions in 

especially in poorer schools, where large class management 

difficulties were constant 

In group A, Ms Taylor (A) that the negative aspects had not been a deterrent 

V\;i\,.,Q,u;:.\;i of the SU{)Dortnre environment she worked in as well as access to other 

nerwolrKulg system. Instead, schools in the form 

involved in a :u...,,:uv' ..... 

ability to implement "'","'JV,J 

nvJ'......., ... vv", which had "''''C'l"n'n 

indicated that 

fortunate that she had 

understanding and 

if I wasn't in [this I might be more negative [it] supports you so 
much and because got the money and resources. I mean they 
people in to help that type of thing. So a smooth ride for us, 
so it hasn't such a huge jump. I know in schools that it is. If they 
didn't have same as I had as well, it a lot more difficult. 

While there were tealcners who were well disposed 

Cupido (A) were unhappy 

was urlhappy, 

implementation 

\lUClJ.lj;;'"", some like Ms 

commented that 
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not with concepts as it but with implementation of it. . . I am not 
happy with that because being implemented and we have to be 

groping in the with it. Here and there little workshops and when we have 
workshops its not very because nine out of ten times we have to 

We don't have all the answers, you know. We will back to 
you know like that... I this is a real mind change 

compare it to the old And a lot people who are not very 
happy about it they're going to have that mind change. You must have 
positive people giving it over to and people know that can actually 
take you by hand and say look this is it. are going to you a little 
way. We lead you there now you have to it on own. 

Another major p,roblem about the implementation Plrc;c'.'!~> ... was the factor time, 

which also to within school emrlfo:nmlent. Ms Venter (A) 

that large a crucial in 

ability to plan 

was a 

organise As indicated in a previous "''''''''~''Vll''. 

majority teachers indicated that demands had come to 

constitute a change in new curriculum. 

was a definite sense isolation and feeling of insecurity amongst teachers. 

were this problem 

mechanisms, and developing a more systematic procedure. 

case among wealthier, private schools. It appeared as teachers 

was particularly the 

to become more 

reliant on own creativity and ... 1","' .. ' ..... to adapt to change. 

Some teachers appreciated this challenge, while others felt insecure about it. Ms 

Winter (B) admitted that 

in her teaching practice. 

had ... ,,","' ..... about "-' .... \./V..l. although she was positive 

stated that 

... if you've teaching for a long time you've actually formulated, umm, 
quite a and effective structure to work And now you're having to 

turn it all upside down and look at it from different angles that 
about. So it definitely feel msectrre. 

Winter (B) and Ms Taylor (A) shared 

consuming. Ms Taylor stated that 

sentiment that C2005 was time 

. .. it looks so good on and you want to trial [it, you can do 
of things with but time. There isn't time to really plan it mark 

it and assess the kids, because each child is working at their (sic) own pace 
obviously, you know, everyone almost needs their (sic) own learning 
programme. 
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Many teachers were not in resourceful, supportive positions with relatively small 

class of such as those of Ms Taylor, Winter and 

taught at private schools. Other ~"' .... " .. "'"." were more L",UULU on 

Minnie, who all 

own initiative and 

creative strategies to implement C2005, but this was not to say that Ms Ms 

Winter and Ms Minnie were not creative. In fact they were extremely creative 

their teaching strategies and was encouraged in the schools in which they taught. 

On a more negative Ms Minnie (C) definitely felt that the process of 

implementation had been haphazard and stemming from this, she felt a ael11111te 

feeling lack of direction. In some situations there was little support from other 

which compounded difficulties. She stated that 

... things must be set out or you must be confident enough to, although we've 
to do it on our own, you know. You must confident enough to say no, 
this is what you do, this is what we are to do. We're going to 

to add that. But right now is confusion]... in 
which direction we are going .... 

There were also problems related to introduction of new terminology. Some 

teachers felt uncomfortable with the new terminology as initially it caused confusion. 

Ms Minnie (C) acknowledged this frustration 

... what gets to me is all [this] terminology. The terminology that they've 
come with, its bulk. And I'm a teacher. I can't see myself sitting hours on 
end preparing lessons and using terminology that you know. Right now it 
doesn't make sense to me ... To when you are teaching you what 

about. But the terminology and the... outcomes, you 
know. Maybe if it was done methodically and clearer, you know, that would 
[make a difference]. 

The teachers in group C who felt despondent about the situation also felt insecure and 

apprehensive about the change. Ms Loots (C) felt that external factors, such as a lack 

of workshops were a major factor in teachers' insecurity. came from college 

we were still [using] old curriculum, the old methods, so we had to 

implem~nt it and I was just dumbstruck. And that was the only problem ... Just 

standing back." The perception that college or university did not prepare teachers 

adequately was frequently and this also had a bearing on ~"''''''''LL''''L''' 

attitude in implementing C2005. There was a lack of confidence amongst those 

teachers who felt inadequately trained or prepared to implement C2005. 
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The negative problems associated with implementing C2005 are to 

both macro and conditions. At the micro-context the school plays an 

important m helping to create a positive environment. Resources are an 

important ml'l(l'eCllel1t in assllst:tng tea,cne'rs dealing work but at same 

time teachers playa role in their own resource. self-resource 

capacity is reflected teacher knowledge and teaching vu."", .. "", when implementing 

innovative strategies. 

4.6.1 Constraints around Curriculum 2005 

Constraints aroun<.l the implementation C2005 a negative impact on tea.ch~~rsJ 

'perception and understanding it. The constraints were related to both internal 

and factors. Four of constraints were m 

teachers OV4;;:~flle1ffilmgly U1U,1"""U.'U, that training, resources 

and time were major constraints. teachers stated that 

a constraint, this was borne out by the .u>:>"'..., ..... felt 

group B Iealcners Additional constraints ."' ...... n ......... '" by tewcners included class 

a lack support. 

From interviews there were a number comments 

responses. Teachers perceived as a 

implementation of C2005. constraint was mentioned as ... .I.'..,"'~JL .. II<. 

organisation in teaching In Ms (A) 

constraints affected amount of that had to be fitted the "..., •• ..., ..... ".'" of the 

programme. She described extra murals as time-consuming on top of the 

aelnaJlas of implementing On top that she stated that "... class size as 

number and the actual physical SIze of the .. ", are equally large 

Ms Cupido (A) felt the pressure of class 

main constraints for were, 

definitely the big Look its sonlettung 
situation would be to have a small class, you know ... one the Impre~SSllon 
that curriculum 2005 is sort and easy of doing things. 
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rules. They've to have that bit of "'''''''''CAUl''> 

class. You can't have that feeling if you have 
freedom 
children 

addition to this, Ms (A), who taught a .......... lllT"" school, 

of twenty-six '-'1111U1,",1l a problem. that " ... with all the other 

sports, .......... u .. 

to do what you 

everything else that comes into it there's not enough 

should be doing." 

......... :> ..... "" class size cOllstJraiIlts, Ms Taylor (A) mentllom:a that there was a 

more books and teachers. She " is (sic) a lot 

out that C2005 and you know, 

aDl)roon.ate to teaching." teachers there was a lack of time to be able to 

nrp'nQlrp the resources in their classroom. means that teachers now have 

to look for resources a variety of sources, not just rely on one ",-",Yn"" 

source for their prclgr~mlIne. 

"">1,,,.1',, of resources schools was 

implementing 

..... "" ... ~.'Vll", .... as a major l'nl1iC!t'1"!Unt 

teachers felt ill nre:oalred 

workbooks made this worse 

and insufficient number of 

learners. Ms Maart (D) commented that only 

workbooks were provided in the first term; however, encouraged her to 

own initiative to look for using limited resources. On the other hand, 

U.LLLULl", (C) felt that some cunrent resources were too advanced for 

leWDer's, especially 

that 

language 

matne:mal[lCS books had been 

... "', ......... ,, planning, and this learning more mt€~re~!tI 

useful relation to 

Pm of the process 

is experimenting and finding out what best works them, and therefore 

."' .... 'lL"'. attitude towards this orclce~;s plays a crucial role '''''''''UU.Il''> practice. 

Within schools there were also SOCI0-1)011 constraints. 

nll ......... t body had adoption 

In this rest)ect it was not only the ." ..... , ... "'. 

about change, but also ow'ents. lack of information 

(D) mentioned 

felt this was due 

who felt apprehensive 

also contributed to 

[mis ] understandings about Most private schools had chosen to implement 

C2005 their own time ........... "'. opting for those which they felt 
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comfortable. Winter explained that within school this been "more 

daily things." stated that was an indication now amongst 

staff were more about it", [and] as as I know 

parents, are about it." 

In Ms Loots mentioned constraints to class also 

contributed to problems of discipline and classroom management. Ms (C) had 

a class of pupils and found discipline and management a problem. She 

felt was struggling on own, In to be able to the dltter,ent 

She stated just took a and then I discovered where actual 

problems lie." school rlfonment is an external that influences teachers' 

perception. that work environment the way 

""' ..... "' ... "'JL'" relate to one another, and also teachers are [de]motivated by 

around them. For in group C problems related to working 

environment, from a of support members of 

Creative Strategies in Classroom Practice 

There were a number of 

demands of the introduction 

strategies that were to cope with the 

C200S. teachers indicated that both J.Q.u,uu,w. 

'''',,"''~1l~''5 practice use of new advice were the sources they on In 

their There were a significant of teachers on past 

teacher to them in this but only a handful of teachers 

SUf,'!;ges,tea that old philosophy had an on their teaching " .. ",,,,nr',, 

which suggested on new philosophies to guide their practice. 

It was apparent that were using initiative to create their own of 

approaching C200S. Some teachers were more flexible and creative in 

Teachers' ability integrate old methods with new methods reflected creativity 

and ability. Ms Taylor (A) pointed out that interaction with teachers had 

contributed to her confidence and ability. she stated that " ... 

l"."''''~lll''.together is probably [aspect]." 
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Curriculum 

difference 

was challenging teachers a ""'''''''''T'tT of ways. Ms 

way she read stories, alIllOllgn did attend a workshop on 

use books, stimulated her <lnl"'l"l'\~~f' 

been .l,-,Q,\,u.lJlJ;:., C!YI'\MS~c! but now I look at 

more. I to predict ... What do 

""""'}-,u. ... , .. "" ... that" ... all 

different angles. I question 

think will happen now, or things 

a 

that ... I to en<~OllLra~(e them to answer ... ",,,,uv.,,,,," The ability to ask more 

divergent was not only associated with "' ....... A .. l,.,. but other learning areas. It 

is part of the holistic approach to learning and tea<~rur:lgpromoted in C2005. 

Ms Cupido (A) that teacher attitude large classes as a 

"stumbling block" implementing '-' .... iJVJ that it was up to 

individual tealChers to adapt their own personal u_,~._,,,._,v. in order to cope with 

'-'UIJUo.llV " ... "''', .. ''' ... that; 

you were always or that and given a textbook 
and was always placed on our lap. I think that is the reason 
why a lot of people are so negative towards [C2005). because now that they 
have to use own brain boxes you know. to be creative, they 

There is flexibility 

different C!T1"gYPOl 

up with innovative ideas 

C2005 that 

Cupido was 

experiment more with 

that 

tlDltoe:tnl! around Curriculum 2005. I think because of not 
well prepared where Curriculum is concerned. I mean with 

in the little workshops I've received but that 
was last [1997]. I only went to one and it was a three day course and 
from there we had to just implement Curriculum you know I really had 
nothing to I just tiptoed around it I must honest and 
that I didn't it fully because I felt I the child a total 
injustice if I it fully and I didn't it was all about So 
what I did I a little bit of OBE, 2005 with the old ... 

I safer ... But I do more confident now to 
been my stumbling 

year 

Teachers that t,-,U,,,,-,y to more creative were those that were more flexible and open 

to trying new ideas teaching practice. 

Creativity is not only linked to exploration but also to the 

managed children. Ms (B) used her creative pnpruv 

organised and 

children to 
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make their own resources. Ms Winter described her creative ability when explaining 

how to make a stand-up number line; 

... before I had a number line up to 100 going all the way around the class. 
Now, I thought to myself .. .It's up there for the children to see but perhaps if 
they actually make it themselves it will have more impact. They have also 
been making their own number flash cards. They are a little tatty at times. 
Not as perfectly printed as they would have been printed if I had made them. 
So in actual fact in that way I've learnt to save time. 

This creative strategy had been a timesaving creative strategy that had benefited both 

the teacher and the children. From these insights, teachers argued that teachers' 

creativity was not only dependent on ideas from books but also came from interacting 

with colleagues to find other ways of doing things. 

4.7 Voices of Teachers' Socio-Political Thoughts 

The majority (66%) of teachers to whom the questionnaire had been sent said that 

they believed that religion had an effect on their teaching practice. The relationship 

between religious beliefs and teaching practice was largely based on teachers 

applying their religious principles. Most of the teachers described these religious 

principles as values and morals to which they subscribed, which helped them decide 

what discipline and moral values to use in their classroom. 

In group A, a significant majority (94%) of teachers stated that religion and teaching 

practice were interdependent. Most of these teachers indicated that they deferred to 

religious principles as important guidelines for their teaching practice. In particular, 

teachers described religious beliefs as providing the basis for ideal social principles. 

A few teachers described religion as a part of their lifestyle, through, for example, 

being a Christian and of attempting to reflect this in their teaching practice. Other 

teachers spoke of their religion as shaping their personal growth. Altogether, this 

group of teachers stated that there was a direct relationship between their religion and 

their teaching practice. 

A significant majority (67%) of teachers within group B also stated that religion had 

an effect on their teaching practice. However, within this group, fewer teachers 

provided explanations for this relationship. That fewer teachers in group B responded 
64 
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this way may also be evident 

this particular type of question. The ",,,,,,,,,,UIJ 

that religious principles were 

classroom. 

that realcners toward 

concluded 

p, .. u' .... ""... them in their 

Most (78%) of the teachers, bar one, within were their religion 

had influenced their only respondents 

provided reasons for this relationship, which 

principles based on caring for children's 

.,"""'...... religion as a duty, 

in teaching methods. 

Within group A, there was a minority (12%) stated that 

there was no relationship between religion and teaching 'I"I'I"l'I .... TH'P 

was a minority (33%) of teachers who also believed 

were two responses (22%) from group C that also indicated a 

This might be for various reasons, including a professional non-sectarian or 

an indifference to religion, which was evident the dlttenent 

In total, a significant number (74%) of teachers said that a 

between teachers' cultural beliefs and teaching practice. 

a variety of ways, including describing 

significant number (63% of 74%) of these teachers 

and cultural beliefs impacted on their teaching philosophy 

group A, a large majority (76%) stated that culture played an ,"""",,",,"*,,,,,,1' 

development of children. The majority of Lv"' .. , .. ", • 

.... 1,., .. "'..... n::soc::ct tolerance and acceptance, equality and 

awareness differences between others. These cultural beliefs were also to 

principles. 

total, 67% of teachers, in group B, stated that cultural beliefs were important. 

was a more mixed and divided response in group B about the relationship 

.. An''' .... ., cultural and teaching practice. Only three teachers described reasons 
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such a relationship, including two who asserted the of 

understanding all cultures, so that situations could be better understood and handled 

In classroom. teacher "I am a kTA"""'U.U and teaching a Muslim 

school", and a sense of her identity. 

The (67%) teachers in C indicated that culture was also an 

important part of teacher identity in classroom. particular, one felt that 

children had to made aware different so that " ... pupils can " ... '" .... "1"''''11 

their roots." Another believed that "teaching in a school it 

easier to bring in the and I practice." 

A minority (24%) of teachers within group stated that cultural beliefs did not 

impact on their teaching practice, while one teacher provided no response to the 

Qu(~suon. In group a large minority (33%) and half these teachers 

provided no res.n0l1se to this while the half stated there was no 

relationship between culture and practice. indicated 

uncertainty amongst some of the respondents. In group C, a significant number (44%) 

of teachers also no resporlse, which might also indicate apprehension, or 

indifference to such questions. 

was a divergence over relationship political 

and practice. than half of the respondents that there was a 

relationship between beliefs and teaching practice, based on democratic 

principles. The majority of the teachers that political beliefs were from 

teaching practice. 

In group only half respondents this group believed that was a 

relationship political ..... ".,,"' .. '" teaching The tealcners described 

UI,.U,UUU rights and equality as the democratic principles to which they adhered 

their practice. 

was a division in group a minority (33%) of teachers 

positively stated that there was a relationship n ... l'H'f .... ·n political and teac:mrlg 
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majority (54%) of respondents categorically stated that was no 

relationship, while 13% of teachers provided no reSDOltlSe the question. This 

could reflect uncertainty and apprehension amongst teachers, over such political 

questions. 

In group C over half (67%) teachers believed that political beliefs are important in 

terms rights, the education. Only 33% teachers that 

indicated there was no relationship. there see:me:u consistency in 

teachers' responses to political however there was more consistency 

between group and C compared group 

4.7.1 The Compatibility of Curriculum 2005 with Teachers' Socio-political 

Thoughts 

It was 

their 

t-", .. ,,, .. ,,1",,nn that an overwhelming majority (90%) of teachers indicated 

cultural and political beliefs were compatible with C2005. HOUIP'\JP1' 

in comparison, only 58% of total number of teachers commented that all 

beliefs; cultural and political impacted on their teaching practice. Other 

teachers suggested that only one or two or none of these beliefs impacted on teaching 

practice. 

In Ms argued that religious, cultural and political u .... ", ....... " had a 

.... ~I .. t ... , .... on teaching practice. However, the interview, was apprehensive 

about answering such questions. Ms (A) that her principles 

were a strong of character. She also felt that education was being 

sidelined in C2005. However, teachers indicated that C2005 was more 

inclusive different and religions. 

group Ms Maart (B) commented in questionnaire that her 

political, and cultural beliefs impacted on her practice. In the interview, 

however, she argued that her political were the strongest her 

............ "uu..o philosophy teaching practice. explained that 

"equality and freedom of speech ... that is what I try bring out in children. 
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[However] that contradicts with what I said earlier and wanting a quiet class .... " Ms 

Maart related her political beliefs to her "cultural thinking about equality." She stated 

that her beliefs were useful in her teaching practice because it helped her to visualise 

a broader picture of learning. 

In group C, Ms Loots acknowledged that there was a relationship between her 

religious, cultural and political beliefs and teaching practice. She argued that "when 

you teach you teach a child say discipline it goes hand in hand with religion, whether 

you are a Christian or Muslim or whatever." Ms Loots also felt that her own morals 

helped to provide a base, which she imparted in her teaching practice. 

However, a larger number (42%) of teachers believed that there was no relationship 

between their religious, cultural and political beliefs and their teaching practice. 

This suggested confusion, apprehension or indifference amongst this group of 

teachers which might be related to lack of consciousness, experiences and 

(mis )understanding. 

Some teachers felt that only some of their beliefs impacted on their teaching practice. 

For instance, in the questionnaire, Ms Taylor (A) believed that religious and political 

beliefs had a bearing on her teaching practice, but her cultural beliefs did not. 

However in the interview, Ms Taylor indicated compatibility of C2005 with the 

democratic principles reflected in her classroom teaching. She stated that " ... children 

now have a bigger say in what they are taught." Secondly, Ms Taylor explained that 

cultural difference was an important make-up of her class, and children's experiences 

are incorporated in her classroom teaching, including different religious backgrounds. 

She further described the differences with the past system by explaining that "In the 

past the kids who didn't do Christian, they sat on the side. They'd feel quite outcast, 

where as now they are included, so that's the difference ... I think." 

Ms Cupido (A) also indicated in her questionnaire that cultural beliefs had no impact 

on her teaching practice. However, in the interview, Ms Cupido commented that her 

religious and cultural beliefs did have a bearing on her teaching practice, and 
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therefore, there was not always COJ::ltmul 

responses. 

and interview 

Only one teacher indicated that was no compatibility between her teaching 

practice and C200S. However, this later contradicted herself because she 

indicated, in the questionnaire, that a relationship existed between her religious, 

cultural, political This could imply a negative attitude 

to C200S, as it corresponded feelings to the change. Three teachers 

provided no 

there was no ........... ~ ...... 'U"'JLU 

teaching practice. 

such \..Iu ... i>U\Jlli>. 

The teaichers 

their teaching ..... r"'r>Yu·". 

knowledge 

understanding 

group of teachers also indicated that 

cultural, and political beliefs and 

could also reflect the insecurity about 

political and cultural beliefs impacted on 

was a relationship between lea,Cn(~r 

tealcners tended to be more "'v ••• .u.n"'.u 

4.7.2 Teachers ru,.,«'K"'" on the Vision of Nation Building in Curriculum 2005 

Amongst 

over the 

the teachers interviewed there were a 

of responsibility in education, but all agreed that there needed to 

<>rT1T1P1"1T officials. However, all seven ."' ...... "u"',.'" ''11.t",r,,' 

believed "-,":"JV..J was the process of nation building within South 

that 

~"' ........ "' • .., lIlentlOltlea that C200S aimed at development within South 

was 

children (learners) and parents. Other .", ... ",n", .. 

development in terms of providing acc1ess. eCltla111CV 

as providing a direction for the future. Ms Cupido (A) 

grellter access now for previously disadvantaged black "'.uu ...... "', 

,,,.,,.,ner a 

was meant to benetIt those 

";Ul.l,.;auu,u. In particular, most ......... 'n ..... 

disadvantaged backgrounds. 
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Ms (A) also commented that C2005 would be more for black 

that C2005 was " .. them a voice in classroom, which 

on." She was not only but also for 

parents community. It was up more access to voice 

OpInIOnS information. 

Ms Maart (B) concurred with the point of view that Curriculum 2005 was based on 

the aimed to bridge inequalities of the past, was serving the 

Ms Winter (B) """'~''''''''rI 

the future 

quality of learning but 

interests was 

not only aimed to 

economIC, 

very 

Improve 

political social aims, which would strengthen nation u ... ,:n.uul".. 

Ms (B) believed that teachers had to provide "a lot of warmth and passion" in 

determination to implement and make it work. She stressed that it was 

up to individuals to take on However, Ms believed that C2005 

had the potential to build " ... a [and] caring " However, this was 

said, on such as bridging the advantaged 

disadvantaged learners. Her echoed the to help bridge 

between teachers Department in the of policy reform. 

was apprehensive about C2005 and exr;lressed. the fear that it would 

not v ... , ... ..,'" the gap between and the more privileged students. She 

felt the long term it was to solve all 

was shared by Ms Loots who was ambiguous 

help the process of reconstruction and development. 

would in the process they were slower. 

This sentiment 

the capacity of '-JL..'"U.J 

that some children 

was a definite sense uncertainty amongst ............ 'u ....... as to whether C2005 

feel more empowered. the interviews, tea-chers mostly indicated it 

was more empowering for children as a result of a more child centred .,. ..... , .. n<." 

nUlr'" ... r Ms Cupido (A) attitude more empowered. 

that it was not the case that Curriculum 2005 teachers or ............. H"'J. 
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empowered, but it was up to teachers in their teaching to use C2005 and to 

feel She also felt that the change in teaching practice would also effect 

feel process. 

Ms (A) firmly believed both the teacher and lemner were '"'u ... 'v ...... 

by C2005. Learners, she felt, were " ... learning for .... "'.LU..,."'. and its like their 

responsibility, you know, ... which gives them power... is more a sense of 

responsibility in feeling empowered with the new curriculum." By the SaIne token 

that had more to be creative in teaching practice and, 

thereti)re. C2005 was a for tea,chers 

Relative to the past, Ms Maart (B) felt empowered "you were stuck a 

curriculum that was cut and dry. You were not allowed go beyond the lIV~:U1'\"aJ.L",;;:' 

or PVrIP1'1·mpint or explore. This way you can be left on 

VOIU'selI what you can do." at the SaIne 

a sense of process of vu ...... p;.' .... 

own to try and work 

that it was empowering she 

She commented that 

nrr.('p,~C! of implementing C2005 was like being " .. wilderness." 

that 

work 

in the 

""''''',<UI'. of isolation 

me in the class, [which] 

" Some tealChers 

realise that "I [had] to choose what is to 

not necessarily mean going to work for you 

insecrne with the flexibility of C2005, but 

~"'''''''U'''.l''' enjoyed the sense rret~QoJm it provided. the majority of ."' ... '''U'''.lO'> 

so ~nY~~1';", ... t or expressed sense of ",,,,,",,,.up, ""t'1'Inn'll1"",r""rl was 

matter. 

4.8 Experiences of Teachers 

U""""UL teachers' have influenced the are many experiences 

'TO nar","" and react situations. Teachers' biographical history is revealed 

through life experiences, 

or negative, 

and teaching 

is a dynatnic nro,ces;s. Life experiences, 

attitude influence 

Strauss and (1990) suggest 

""""'._"" .. , ... "'u •. ,,"' .... act as "intervening conditions" in this of change. Teachers' life 

expose them to various social interactions and actions, which playa 
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role in helping to shape their attitudes and perceptions to change. However, Strauss 

and Corbin say that most do not systematically reflect on how 

experiences InIJLUelrlCe their ."" ...... u'eHJ:<, practice. 

majority (75%) of teachers, in the ues:tlo:nmure responded positively to the 

question on experiences. The responses related to interactions actions 

encountered in lives of teachers. In particular, childbirth and child 

colleagues, personal loss, schooling, and teaching experiences were most frequently 

UV~.L"'U. Quite a (30%) chose not respond to question 

various reasons. In respect of each category, 12% of teachers from group 40% 

teachers from group B, and 33% of teachers from group chose not to respond. 

might suggest that teachers felt apprehensive or indifferent to such questions. 

teachers, in group A, .. ", .. "",,,,,r,,,rI a wide variety of life 

influenced their tea,crumg nT'",pnr'", The most vivid women in this study 

related to either childbirth or children. Ms Venter (A) described, in both 

questionnaire and that having own children was an important part of 

life. stated that this experience had assisted her teaching practice u ......... 'au~ ...... 

"you just look at children differently when have your own. I think that you are 

more understanding." She added children were often interested to 

about their '''''U.'''U'~L 

do this or that." 

such as "oh you know when my daughter was this 

<:!TPn1'MiO' to such were important social events 

stories 

she could 

children. 

Teaching PVt"lP1'llpnI"P<:! and interaction with colleagues also featured as most notable 

group A. In the support 

from and daily interactions with children provided positive interactions, 

which also influenced teachers' attitude and behaviour toward A couple 

teachers reflected back on their own positive schooling encounters, while another 

."'.UUJ .. ..,""~ .... about the terror of her own schooling. These whether 

positive or negative served as powerful reminders for tea;crumg practice. Some 

teachers were more open in describing both positive and negative which 

reflected positive attitude to change. 
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Teachers, in group A, identified parents, partners, and people in everyday life, 

employment, or leisure activities as other social agents and experiences, which 

impacted on their lives in various ways. Some teachers had encountered a more 

varied life experience through social interaction with others, and this had also 

influenced their positive attitude to life. Other teachers mentioned the personal loss 

of family members or other tragedies that had impacted, and left an imprint on their 

lives, and so influenced them in how they deal with children. 

Life experiences described as important by teachers, in group B, included a variety of 

teaching experiences, such as change in teaching practice, workshops, student 

practicals, parents, positive role models, and daily encounters with children. 

Teachers also described having their own children as having a major impact on their 

lives. However, with respect to this group, there was not such a wide variety of 

experiences mentioned as in group A. 

Ms Maart (B) remembered her high school English teacher, in particular, because he 

inspired her to enjoy language and literature. She felt that other life experiences had 

impacted on her in various ways, such as becoming more environmentally conscious, 

due to a personal trauma, which was reflected in her teacher knowledge and teaching 

practice. Teachers encountered many social interactions throughout their lives and 

some of these experiences impacted on the way they acted and interacted. 

Ms Winter (B) described in detail her most valuable life experience, which included 

involvement in theatre and dance. A great many people had influenced her 

throughout her varied career. In particular, she described the support from colleagues 

as one of the most valuable guides in her teaching practice. 

Most of the teachers, in group C, either described particular teaching experiences or 

being a parent, as their main life experience that had impacted on their teaching 

practice. These events included daily interactions with children, memories of 

favourite teachers, and teaching children from under-privileged backgrounds. 
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For some teachers there was a ....... " ..... '" apJ)reJlenlSlon f"'Ul<l1rti", uncovering their life 

about citing life experiences as an experiences. Ms Minnie (C) 

influence because she had not many years. However, the 

realisation that life were not some dramatic event helped teachers realise 

that ordinary everyday social and actions also had an important 

on their teaching practice. 

Ms Loots (C) felt a sense 

during the interview """'1,-,.1"'.1£1"'''' 

about the question of life experiences, but 

up her community made an impact on 

''''',,",''''JIJlUl''. practice. She explained that "it is not her choice career 

actually 

where I 

of view. I took it from the community 

deurmekaar ... I grew up there and I think that 

inspired me to adapt to teaching because ... just to bring the out 

of each one." The impact emrironm,ent can help to ... J."'·"'v .... a~~"" 

are more resilient in nature, like Ms 

situation. 

would be but >JUl.,","":> 

challenged to reS1P0l1l0 to 

4.8.1 Educational f!xJrJer"ences of Teachers 

Most (66%) of teac:mers felt that their tertiary experience did play a 

developing their teacher knowledge and teaching practice. Role models, Tn""n ... " 

teaching categories of experience, which tealch,ers ""'f'I", .. ,i",rt 

as most memorable their college or university experiences. 

In group were more consistent in stating that role models and theory, 

was 

one teacher 

experimented, 

UQJeUUJ.1:':. institutions, were the most features that still 

In terms of theory, some felt that there 

there was not enough 

put into practice 

order to find out what worked 

However, 

observed, and 

AfiIOIDler teachier stated that 

theory ........ .11"'........ « .•• to provide a foundation but in the 

models, such 

effect on 

classroom." 

as lecturers. 

theory that teachers learnt was 

Role models helped to provide guidance and had a 
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teachers. In terms of implementing the of C2005, teachers felt a sense of 

isolation and of support and, they had to experiment and fmd out what 

worked them. However, in the """1" ..... "",." teachers were reliant on what they knew 

and, theret()re. past PV'"'''' .. ·,P ......... P,;, influenced current teaching practice, an indirect or 

way. 

Teachers, group A, also indicated that L,",g,\"UU,L~ practicals served as a significant 

reminder of their training. In particular, teaching practicals were opportunities 

help gain practical experience. Ms Taylor (A) described her teaching in a 

township as a valuable She " . .. it was just so interesting to 

see the different cultural ways teac:;hlrlg and that. And that a big Imt:)act 

on me. Just being aware of that as welL" 

A minority (18%) of teachers felt the best L,.,g, .. ,U"" was reality and, therefore, 

felt that their tertiary experience was insignificant. Ms (A) it difficult 

to reflect back on her experiences, mainly because was in the over-45 age 

HO'wP'vpr one of the that in her mind was the ,",vu,,,,,.,,,, of 

discipline. explained that during her ,",v,,,,,,,,,,,, 

that stuck throughout the was, 
professionalism, which was really in a way drummed into us. You've 
got to be and teaching never .. you 

because of the salary, money. It should first and the 
love of children. 

This concept was always 

professionalism was assocllate:Cl with a 

mind. the past, concept 

system of discipline. 

Role models, and practicals were identified, in B, as 

most important tertiary experiences, although quite a teachers attention to a 

combination teachers said that colleagues had biggest influence 

on their teaching pracnc:e, especially confidence building. Although teachers 

in B showed what factors influenced their teaching practice, a number 

(30%) of teachers provided no response to the question. 
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In comparison, ....... ,~u"', ..... In group showed that models and tea.Cht~r practicals 

t"""\.<ll'",~ practice, while two teachers' reS:DonS(~S indicated that impacted 

experience was significant or insignificant. Minnie (C) eXloresse;d 

college training no similarity the way she was presently 

teaching . explained that 

. . . the way you a lesson was from step one to step 
.. You had to in step step two, step stereotyped. you 

transgress and you want to teach something you were over the 
coals it... We were actually told omitted step Now that to 

I like that. I to do it I saw fit. ... 

Ms felt that current tea.chllng practice was more flexible 

structured than the way had been taught. 

During interview, some ''''''''''''''''~ reflected on experiences that had made 

more aware of how 

teaching Life 

impacted on 

including 

teacher 

experience on 

teaching but the way teachers managed these experiences influenced their 

daily actions and interactions in the 

4.9 Concluding Remarks 

eacmelrs are in a ... ,.,..,/""'.,., of change, their perceptions understandings of 

"-''''''JVoJ impact on ability to Iml01e1nellI such ch~mgie. There are v:,o,-"",,, internal 

and external factors that contribute to tealchers understanding process 

educational change, which is reflected in 1. This highlights tea(~her'S' 

...... L ... · ...... O' including major constraints which go 

through In the of implementation. However, survey also reveals the way 

teachers are coping and around change, amidst the pun and push 

internal and external conditions. Strauss Corbin (1990) these ""v.n"~"~V'L'" 

be causal - means is a direct cause \.< ............. , contextual - which 

relates to dUter,ent settings; and intervening -

ext>enenc:es. space and I feel that cOllte~{tu:al conditions 

such as life 

a major role in 

that teachers U"'~"'V'JI""" educational ch2mg1e, and I referred to conditions as 

personal context (internal factors) social COlue:u (external factors). Therefore, I 
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feel a dialectical relationship between internal and external conditions and the 

way they impact on teacher knowledge and practice. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 

untouched drum does not speak - Jabo 

Review 

This set out to twofold on what teachers' Del~celDtl(mS 

of Curriculum were, and their understanding come In terms 

this conclusion examines the outcome of study to 

conceptual framework, outlined in 1, and what implications it might for 

teachers, within of the categories, A, B and and the process 

implementing an policy. 

way implement C200S is based on their comprehension of it 

Diagram 1 provides a conceptual rr!:l,m"'lJU'''''~V for understanding the factors involved in 

this process. explained in analysis chapter, the of implementation is 

influenced by many individual and social factors, which impact on one another. 

Within context, sub-factors the development of teacher and 

teaching practice. 

study us to a number of important about process and 

recontextualisation of within practice and, importantly, alerts 

us to development of teachers In particular, the helps to 

...,"'l.H ....... U the individual and social that teacher thinking, and 

highlights inadequacies are present the of policy implementation. The 

conceptual diagram provides a way of understanding the development teacher 

knowledge and teaching practice based on levels of consciousness. 

within the diagram portray a cyclic rather than a linear 

emphasised dual arrows. 

dynamics 

and IS 
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5.2 Contributions 

5.2.1 Analysis o/Teacher Perceptions o/Curriculum 2005 

From the qualitative and quantitative evidence, it became clear that there was a 

general consistency of responses between the three main groups identified in the 

study. To begin with, from the analysis, teachers in group A showed more continuity 

in their responses based on their understanding of C2005 and the process of change. 

Based on Diagram 1, teachers in group A showed that there was a greater intensity 

within and between the personal context and the social context, that directly affected 

the development and level of their understanding and consciousness, and the impact 

of C2005 on their teacher knowledge and teaching practice. 

Almost 60% of teachers in group A were aged between 35-44 years old. Age in these 

terms played a significant role in teachers' ability to understand and handle 

educational and social change to their advantage. More importantly, teachers in this 

group were extremely positive towards C2005, and this had a bearing on the way that 

they perceived change. Based on their responses, within the questionnaire and 

interview, the teachers were more open and expressive in their points of view. The 

teachers were also more aware and conscious of their identity in the way that they 

understood themselves personally, and this had a great impac:t on the development of 

their teacher knowledge and the way they express themselves creatively in their 

teaching. This group of teachers tended to be more flexible and less dominating in 

their classroom practice. 

The teachers in this group were more able to discuss their feelings and beliefs on 

issues related to religion, culture, politics and life experiences, and they were more 

able to explain how these social factors impacted on their teaching practice. They 

also expressed greater dedication to their work. This acknowledged a greater sense of 

professionalism in their work habits and teaching practice. At the same time there 

was a greater sense of motivation within individuals, which seemed to stem from a 

greater awareness of the changes around them. 
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Amongst group of teachers, 

awareness of the importance of the 

was also a greater sense of urgency and 

of the teacher in the policy process, especially 

at the implementation level. 10 were definitely more open 

accepting and handling challenges that C2005 sets out to In particular, 

they showed that they were more disposed to implementing C2005 simply because 

they were more conscious of· their self-development, 

knowledge and teaching practice. 

terms of their tea.cn€~r 

as explained in previous chapter, a group of feU into 

group which was indicative of the mixed feelings that prevailed over 

introduction and implementation of C2005. Teachers group B showed that, within 

their personal context, they were still a process of coming to with their 

thoughts, and this echoed their feelings of uncertainty about the process of social and 

educational Cn;;m1!ie. to group A, they were more ambivalent and ,",VA .... "."", ... 10 

understanding and introduction of an 

attributed to personal and social factors. 

system, and as suggested this is 

teachers in group B were mostly (53%) in under-35 age group. Their 

confusion was also echoed in the inconsistency of their responses to questions on 

change, and to knowledge and teaching nraCllc:e. 

This lack consistency in their responses to highlight their insecurity and 

confusion, although this did not necessarily mean that they were incompetent. On 

contrary, it suggested that they were still a process of negotiating and implementing 

C2005. in group B also had confused of their beliefs and they were 

in a process of reconstructing their of past. sense of uncertainty 

affected their motivation to change. 

On other hand, teachers within group C, showed indifference in their to 

C2005. The indifference amongst group C was characterised 

" .. ,rr<l'l"",.. perceptions about the advancement that C2005 sets out to 

achieve. was a far weaker intensity within and between the personal and social 
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which affected way teachers perceived understood 

educational and social .......... iJ;: ... "'. 

From the analysis, teachers in group showed a lack of consciousness and 

understanding about C2005. teachers' responses were mainly and/or 

apprehensive with respect to and therefore they were inclined 

to change that C2005 proposed. This was attributed to a number internal and 

factors. A significant number (56%) of teachers were under-35 old. It 

could that they were still their teaching knowledge and 

teaching practice, and therefore and were in being able 

develop skills and handle change. of also way 

they change. tended to more fearful of expressing their 

which showed in way they responded to the questions. Although the teachers 

were aware of new dispensation, they tended to more scared in eXt)OSlne; their 

views, simply because they were uncertain of what was needed of them. teachers 

category were more cautious in their teaching practice, and, therefore, less 

and flexible the ,... .. r',..."'.'" 

The teachers group C tended to be isolated from the process of change and this was 

also exacerbated by the external conditions, in terms of school in which 

they were working in. Teachers, this group, were less to change the I-''''~~'''U''' 

of their practice and, therefore, were reliant on what knew, based on 

their knowledge a result of this, the teachers this group 

acknowledged limited or no change of practice. could 

have negative especially if they not developed adequate skills 

knowledge. In this situation, there is a tn'~''''T~'r need to work on within the 

context of the in order to personal change within tealcn,ers 

5.2.2 Analysis of where teacher understanding comes from 

second of the question focused on teachers' understanding might 

come from, and this was more difficult to ascertain because within each group there 

were so many different and social dynamics teachers, based on 
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and experience However, bearing mind factors within individual 

and social context, there were similarities between the three groups. At 

same time, the similarities amongst teachers seemed to highlight difter,en<~es 

""UJ',,",U.F, individuals. 

internal within the personal context are to individual teachers, 

and the way teachers negotiate change is also relative to the social context which 

they find themselves. notably, teachers in all three groups mentioned the 

importance of life experiences relating to social interaction. 

the analysis, group A teachers responded best because they were more 

conscious their how their life had impacted on 

their teacher knowledge and in this group had the 

advantage able articulate the impact of their life experiences, whlethc;!r 

positive or negative, which meant that they were reflecting at a higher level of 

conscious development. Teachers were more able recall many varied life 

eXI)en.en<;es. and this was by that they told which were 

profoundly conscious. mentioned the importance of with colleagues 

and other social agents as being to their personal development, as well as 

travelling, education, childbirth, child rearing and marriage. This meant teachers were 

able to develop and utilise their skills and to handle challenging 

situations 

Most of the teachers in group A were in more affluent and better resourced schools, 

and, therefore, better facilities helped to equip teachers to handle educational change. 

important because C2005 is based on the adequate and quality 

resources. There to greater stability within the school environment and, 

therefore, structures within schools also seem promote an awareness of 

development amongst teachers. There also seemed to be more 

interactions with colleagues and schools taking place in the process of policy 

implementation. At the same time, teachers seemed to be coping better with past 

"""' ....... ,'''''1''\,,.,.''''' and the historical context within schools. There was a greater awareness 

and understanding of the past. The teachers also had a greater understanding and 
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consciousness of how personal and social 1"<>"1' ...... " InIJlUeltlCe:o. the development of 

~"'''',",U,,,,A knowledge and practice. 

importance of social factors was articulated by tealchers In B, although 

compared to teachers in there was variety in mentioned. 

The tended to limited in understanding how their life experiences 

them. The impact of the past is also on the development 

teachers, in group worked in a diverse schools, this environment 

... "' .... 'y"",... on their schools tended to less well 

.. "'''' .... n .. ''''''r! schools and at the same time there were few support structures for 

teachers to help deal with was less availability of resources 

for some ~"''','''U''''.L they became more reliant on their own personal skills. some 

cases confusion and anxiety led to positive outcomes, but this was 

dependent on teachers taking initiative and using their creative skills. However, 

within group B there were individuals who lacked direction because of the confusion 

they There was consistency within and between understanding 

the personal social and the on teacher knowledge teaching 

At the end of the scale, teachers group C were more apprehensive about 

disclosing particular life that had impacted on their teaching knowledge 

and teaching not mean that their life were not 

but particular "'''''IJ'''AJl,",U',",''''"' in life were still powerful rermn,aelrs of their 

past, which might not have dealt with adequately. If had 

limited it affects the that they perceive and understand. The baggage 

past experiences for some teachers might mean that it is difficult to implement 

'"'u ..... e,'"'. especially if they have not come to terms with past understanding and 

consciousness. 

An awareness teachers, as organic individuals, is important in understanding how 

their perceptions and attitudes change, over and within different environments 
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social corlte"ts. and how life "'v ... ",,.,,,,,n,I""''' impact on 

teal~nlrlg practice, and the nr"'·'"" .... t dispensation. 

development 

teacher knowledge 

Teacher perceptions are influenced by a range of personal social but social 

interaction and experiences play important m way they adjust to 

change. This has for teachers who not come to terms with 

prevailing ethos of change, and therefore, cannot handle the challenges that 

change brings. They fmd themselves constantly under stress and 

the changing Both and children these 

circumstances. The personal development of ........ ,"u ...... '" plays a crucial role in their 

ability to adjust and handle and the context 

In addition to this problem, have to deal with the problems 

mnere:nt in the structures schools. This is evident in bureaucracy has 

evolved from past structures, and therefore this needs to be addressed. will bring 

to the an environment " ... children will have to learn, teachers 

will have the skills to teach and all managers will have the skills to manage" 

effectively (extract President Thabo Mbeki's speech to parliament, 

1999). 

S.3 Recommendations 

In conclusion, recommendations are based on problems identified by teachers the 

study. problems are not organised any particular order. It is hoped that 

communication channels can fostered between schools, and 

Department of Education, which help to the communication gaps 

between policy-makers and policy implementors. 

on the fact teachers are at different levels of development in terms of 

implementing C2005 I feel it is important to develop individuals based on their needs 

and surrounding circumstances. It is also important to understand the development of 

teachers conjunction the development of the school as a whole. The 

intended is to help provide better working conditions effective means 

communication, in order to promote quality learners, teachers, managers. 
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In (xmclusion, recommendations are ba,sed on problems identified by .in the 

study. 'I'he problems are not organised in any particular order. It is hoped that 

cornmunication eha:nnels can fostered between schools, and 

Depa!1n.1ent Education" which help to bridge the communication gaps 

between poHcY-Inakers and policy implementors. 

on the fad that teachers are at dinl;~rent k~vels developnlent in terms of 

implementing C2005 I feel it is important to develop individuals based on their 

and surrounding C1rCUms;tculce It is also important to understand the devel.opm.ent of 

teach.ers conjunction with the development of the school as a whole., 

intended is to hel.p provide better working (xmditions a.nd effecti.ve r.neans of 

communicatioll, in order to prom.ote quality learners, teachers, and managers. 
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it is was not highlighted in the study, it is important to develop continuity 

..... ,..,lu .... n all sectors of education, in order to make OBE and to 

,"'''''''UJI.''/5 and ""' ... ''''UJl.Ul'.' 
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APPENDIX 1 Questionnaire 

purpose of this questionnaire is to achieve an understanding how Grade 1 
teachers perceive Curriculum 2005. This questionnaire is being distributed to 
approximately 50 in the city and city bowl area Cape Town. The 
information is collected is be used for a study on how are responding 
to Curriculum 2005 and where understandings come from. The information that 
is gathered from questionnaire will not used a way that reveals reSIPOIlLGeJ1t 
identities or use their opinions outside the context of this study. 

Instructions 

• Please tick the numbered boxes (D) appropriate and only tick one box per· 
question, unless otherwise indicated with an (*). 

• clear and precise when answering open ended questions 

1. u ........ " .... your age 

1 3.0 

4.0 + 

2. What is your gender? 

1 Male 2.0 

indicate qualifications you possess (*) 

1 

2.0 

plus 2 year Diploma 

Diploma 

Four year Diploma 

4. Please indicate how you 

1.0 1 

4 .. 8 years 

4.0 Honours Degree 

5.0 Masters LI'''''''l...,'-' or higher 

teaching 

9-14 years 

15-20 years 

5.020 + 

1 

• one 

• 

L 

1 

+ 

1 

1 

1.0 1 5.0 + 

1 
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5. Please indicate which age groups you have taught your teaching career (*) 

1 Pre-school Junior Secondary 

Junior Primary Senior Secondary 

6. L ...... L"' .... "" the status your current teaching position 

1 

7. VVhatinfluenced 

1.0 Family 

aeC:IS1<)ll to become a teacher? 

3.0 Teachers 

Media (eg TV) you might have 

indicate -----------------------------------------

8. Indicate the types of schools you have taught during your teaching career (*) 

1.0 Boys 4.0 Christian 

2.0 Girls Muslim 

Co-ed (Combined) 

9. IJ'lp!'IcP elaborate three life experiences that influenced your teaching 
1 _______________________________________________________ __ 

10. there a relationship between your religious philosophy and 

philosophy? 

1 Yes No 

teaching 

tealchina career 

current Lo;;;a,\';mmg ",v.ULI"" 

1 

ueC:lSt(ln to ... """'~-

1 

1 
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11. there a relationship between your political beliefs you hold 

philosophy? 

1.0 Yes 

Please 

2.0 No 

your teaching 

12. Is there a link between your cultural interestslbeliefs and your teaching practice? 

1 Yes 2.0 No 

Please pl~nnr'~TP -----------------------------------------

13. Who has mIluenc~~o your professionallOentlltv as a teacher most your l"!u'pp,r', 

1.0 Head Teacher Inspectors 

4.0 

5 .Other mentors IJ~"'""'''' ..... u""n"' _____________________________ _ 

Which quality do you think is most 'TT1"nTlr"'"1 your role as a teacher? 

3.0 Authority 1.0 FacilitatorlManager 

Knowledge expert 

please 

Moral/Social transformer 

15. there any specific University/College learning experiences which influenced 

your practice? 

1.0 Role Models (Observing 

Theories 

Colleagues 

Field trips 

Other please mOlcate ____ -:--______________ _ 

Please describe how your University or ",",V,U"'I','" learning pY1 .... pr'lpn~po;: have 

influenced your teaching practice ________________________ _ 

11. a 

1.0 

a 

1 

VA. .. ,,,,,,,,.V.., .... Idlenltltv as a ."" .... ..., .. ,,,. most 

1 

is most ,..,,· ... r"..,."'TU as a tea~cnlen 

1 

15. 
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17. What negative teaching experiences have you had which have impacted on your 

attitude towards teaching? 

1.0 Parents interference 

2.0 Student behaviour 

3.0 Staff attitude 

4.0 Induction 

5. Other please specify ____________________ _ 

18. Please indicate how these negative teaching experiences have impacted on your 

teaching philosophy or teaching practice 

19. What does Curriculum 2005 mean to you personally? 

20. How would you rate your feelings toward Curriculum 2005? 

1.0 Apprehensive 

2.0 Low enthusiasm 

3.0 Mixed Feelings 

4.0 Moderate enthusiasm 

5.0 Very enthusiastic 

21. How do you perceive current staff support for Curriculum 2005? 

1.0 Not supported 3.0 Supported 

2.0 Slight support 4.0 Strongly supported 

22. What do you think are new opportunities that Curriculum 2005 offers? 

1.0 Quality learning - teacher!child 3.0 Curriculum improvement 

2.0 Positive teaching environment 4.0 Teacher development 

5.0ther please specify ___________________ _ _ 

17. What negative teaching experiences have you had which have impacted on your 

attitude towards teaching? 

1.0 Parents interference 

2.0 Student behaviour 

3.0 Staff attitude 

4.0 Induction 

5. Other please specify ____________________ _ 

18. Please indicate how these negative teaching experiences have impacted on your 

teaching philosophy or teaching practice 

19. What does Curriculum 2005 mean to you personally? 

20. How would you rate your feelings toward Curriculum 2005? 

1.0 Apprehensive 

2.0 Low enthusiasm 

3.0 Mixed Feelings 

4.0 Moderate enthusiasm 

5.0 Very enthusiastic 

21. How do you perceive current staff support for Curriculum 2005? 

1.0 Not supported 3.0 Supported 

2.0 Slight support 4.0 Strongly supported 

22. What do you think are new opportunities that Curriculum 2005 offers? 

1.0 Quality learning - teacher/child 3.0 Curriculum improvement 

2.0 Positive teaching environment 4.0 Teacher development 

5.0ther please specify ___________________ _ _ 
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23. What are some of the constraints in implementing Curriculum 2005? 

1.0 Resources 

2.0 Teacher training 

3.0 Teacher confidence 

4.0 Time 

5. Other please specify ___________________________ _ 

24. Please indicate what you think are the needs at your school in implementing 

Curriculum 2005 

1.0 Technology 

2.0 Research 

3.0 Classroom strategies 

4.0 Learner assessment training 

5. Other please indicate ______________________________________ _ 

25. What do you perceive makes an ideal learning environment? 

1.0 Self-directed learning 3.0 Teacher directed 

2.0 Interaction between teacher and child 

26. Please indicate how you see your teacher role changing with Curriculum 2005 

1.0 No change 3.0 Medium 

2.0 Minimal 4.0 Major 

27. Does C2005 bear any similarity to the way in which you taught before? 

1.0 Yes 2.0 No 

Please elaborate -------------------------------------------

28. Is C2005 compatible with your cultural, religious or political beliefs? 

1.0 Yes 2.0 No 

Please 

elaborate -----------------------------------------------

23. What are some of the constraints in implementing Curriculum 2005? 

1.0 Resources 

2.0 Teacher training 

3.0 Teacher confidence 

4.0 Time 

5. Other please specify ___________________ _ 

24. Please indicate what you think are the needs at your school in implementing 

Curriculum 2005 

1.0 Technology 

2.0 Research 

3.0 Classroom strategies 

4.0 Learner assessment training 

5. Other please indicate ____________________ _ 

25. What do you perceive makes an ideal learning environment? 

1.0 Self-directed learning 3.0 Teacher directed 

2.0 Interaction between teacher and child 

26. Please indicate how you see your teacher role changing with Curriculum 2005 

1.0 No change 3.0 Medium 

2.0 Minimal 4.0 Major 

27. Does C2005 bear any similarity to the way in which you taught before? 

1.0 Yes 2.0 No 

Please elaborate --------------------------------

28. Is C2005 compatible with your cultural, religious or political beliefs? 

1.0 Yes 2.0 No 

Please 

elaborate -------------------------------------
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What strategies are using to with implementing Curriculum 

1.0 Instinct Old philosophies 

Familiar tea.chc~r practice 4.0 of new advice 

please ~"' __ AA.I ___________________ _ 

30. indicate what , .... _"'''',.." development programmes you been to 

31. How has classroom practice changed with implementing Curriculum 2005? 

1 Classroom management Discipline 

eacner philosophy 

32. indicate what ditJterf:nC€~S you see your classroom practice with C2005 

What difficulties have you P1"Ir'nnntpl'prI teaching year? __________ __ 

I 

34. provide feedback about this questionnaire. 

Thank you very much for the and effort that you put this questionnaire. It 

much I look forward to the information with 

str~lte~~leS are to 

1 

to 

31. 

1 

see 

I 

uestlmmaue. It 

I 
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APPENDIX2 Interview Questions based on Questionnaire 

1. What does C2005 mean to you? 

~at has the change to C2005 meant you? 

3. What do see as positive with C2005? 

4. What do you see as negative C2005? 

What are some constraints of implementing C2005 your current working 

situation? 

6. What creative are you using to implement 

What resources do you think are needed C2005? 

Political 

8. Who do you think is responsible for change education? 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

In relation to who do you think is responsible 

What do you think they (people behind changes) 

interests are being served? How? 

Do you see C2005 as part broader 

Dr(]ICel,S in South Africa? 

changes? 

from C2005? Whose 
I 

development 

so, do you see C2005 as part of a nation V"" ...... ,,"Fi> process of the new 

dispensation? How? 

Teaching 

13. you think you are conforming to the principles of How? 

16. 

18. 

How do you feel your attitude to teaching changed with C2005? 

on the from the there was of 

Moderate enthusiasm-Very enthusiastic the 34-44 age group. Why do you 

think that maybe the 

What factors have affected attl1uae to C2005? 

Do you think that C2005is compatible with your cultural, religious or political 

beliefs? 

How 

practice? 

are religious, "' .... ~_.~ and political .., ... LJ' ..... " in your ~ ........ u ..... .6 

on 

1. .... ,L'''''.' mean to 

'"'''''<:'''''1','"' to '-'..t:.',§VJ meant 

3. 

resources 

is 

1 

11. 

1 so, new 

are COllIormmg to 

16. 

18. are 
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19. there a negative/positive impact the way that 

beliefs? 

incorporate 

20. Do you feel that C2005 offers opportunities feeling empowered or 

powerful? How? 

Life Experiences/Biography 

are your most vivid 

(positive/negative) 

expenences have influenced your ,,,,,,,,,,uU.'!; 

22. 

24. 

26. 

28. 

29. 

What have you leamt from these life experiences that enables you to 

lIDJ,:Henlem:mg C2005? 

Where did you do training for .",a., .. ~LU.'!; 

with 

Relating back to your college/university eXl,enlen4~es what T .... "'."' ...... , literature, 

role field trips, most influenced you? 

these experiences the way which you 

(positive/negative) to C2005? 

Who has influenced you most your career guided your professional 

,.,,,,,,,,T< .. ,,, as a teacher? How? 

How has this guidance influenced the way that you teach? 

What do you think is way forward in implementing C2005? 

Can you offer advice for implementing C2005? 

1 a 

to 

career 
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APPENDIX 3 Table 2: Teachers in Study 

NAMES SCHOOL AGE ATTITUDE YEARS TEACHING 

TEACHING STATUS 

M Pennanent 

2. M Temporary 

Pennanent 

Pennanent 

Pennanent 

6. Ms Eienaar Pennanent 

Ms Ford 

8. Ms Cupido 

9. Grant Pennanent 

10. Ms Helder 1 years Pennanent 

11. Ms Ingram V 

V 

D 25-34 Mixed Feelings 

Temporary 

1 MsMaart AA 

N 

C 

C 

Pennanent 

Pennanent 

Pennanent 

Pennanent 

3 2: 
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29. MsNoor L 25-34 Permanent 

Permanent 

45+ Mod. Enthusiasm 9-14 years Permanent 

J 45+ Mixed Feelings 4-8 Temporary 

A 25-34 Mixed Feelings 9-14 years Permanent 

0 Mod. Enthusiasm 1 years Permanent 

P Mixed 20+ years Temporary 

Mod. Enthusiasm 9-14 years Permanent 

nthusiastic 1 Permanent 

45+ Mod. Enthusiasm 
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APPENDIX 4 Results 

Figure 1. 

Age Distribution 

45+ (29.27%) 
25-34 (31.71%) 

Figure 2. 

Attitude to C2005 
Under 24 25-34 

(1538%) 

Very Enthus ( (50.00%) 
Mod Enthus 

(53.85%) 

34-44 45+ 

Very Enthus (21 . 

(28.57%) 
(50 .00%) 

Mod Enthus (41. 
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Figure 3. 

Qualifications/Age 
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Figure 5. 

Types Of Schools Taught In 
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Figure 6. 
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